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authorities. Governor O. B. Colquitt
is out of the city on a, two-datrip to THIRTY-ON- E
Fort Worth.
Henry Hutchings, state adjutant
general, has begun at Laredo an,
A
ordered by Governor Colquitt, who did not make public what
specific instruction, if any, he gave to
Hutchings. It Is known that the
stories of torture, based on the charred condition of one of Vergara's hands,
EXAMINATION OF BODY SHOWS will receive close attention; in this' In- TEN BODIES ARE REMOVED FROM
vestigation.
RUINS OF MISSOURI ATH- - '
THAT AMERICAN CITIZEN
There still was1 no intimation, bo far
LETIC CLUB
WAS TORTURED
as known here, from Captain J. J.
Sanders of the Texas Rangers, as to
IN THE ASHES
NO
CONFLICT the identity of the person or persons TWENTY-ON- E
WILL
BE
who he has claimed Informed him he
would find the body on the American
OF
IDENTIFICATION
IS
UNITED STATES AND TEXAS GOV- side of the Rio Grande river at 3:30 WORK
o'clock Sunday morning. Sanders' reHAMPERED BECAUSE FACES
ERNOR WILL NOT HAVE
ports also are blank as to the identity
ARE DISFIGURED
MISUNDERSTANDING
of those who made the night trip into
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RECOVERED BY DECEASED'S
RELATIVES

Washington, March 10. No conflict
arise between the federal government and the state ot Texas over
the recovery of the body of Vergara,
the murdered American ranchman.
Further steps demanding the punish
ment of Vergara's assassins will be
taken.
This was the status of the case af
ter a cabinet meeting today. The
officially accepted view was that Vergara 'was lured across the border and
inurdered and his body was subse
quently recovered by his own friends
not Texas Rangers who crossed into Mexico as private Individuals and
not as an armed expeuitlon.
After today's cabinet meeting, at
which Consul Garrett's reports were
read, Secretary Bryan, made the following paraphrase of Mr. "Garrett's telegrams:
"Consul Garrett went with Captain
Sanders of the Texas Rangers and a
deputy sheriff to Palafox, Texas, last
.
Saturday, for the purpose of making
v further
investigation In the Vergara
to the Vergara
) case. . Thoy went
ranch and examinea witnesses who
saw the horses belonging to Vergara
taken by the Mexicans and who also
saw Vergara cross the river, and those
who sawr; Jiim captured. The investigation kept them up late Saturday
night, when they reached Coleman's
Camp two miles abov Palafox, where
they ate supper and concluded to remain over night.
.
"About 4 a, m. they were Informed
that Vergara's body was on the T6xas
side of the river. Consul Garrett
roused the chauffeup of his automobile and went five or six miles away
to a point opposite San Enrique's
ranch, about three mllga 1)elow Pala--;
fox. Mr. Garrett there found the body
with a number of relatives of Vergara
who had also been notified to come
and identify the body. Mr. Garrett
'
was Informed that a small party of
Vergara's Mends had gone over the
river at 2 o'clock-"!- . "M&afcitoed the
body and brought' itf laoross? .MrGar-rett- .
adds that the Texas Rangers had
tiif hand In bringing the body over,
.imtwent there to view it when notl-- ,
floo. as he was."
,. Secretary Garrison had from Brig-die- r
''
General Tasker H. Bliss, commanding the American border forces,
the following report of the Vergara
case, by Captain H. P. Howard of the
Fourteenth United States cavalry:
"Investigation shows Vergara's body
was taken from the Hidalgo cemetery
Saturday night by relatives of Ver-- .
gara and hired Mexicans.
Captain
iKnnrtora etntpn
noK H f tta! V nn Tavaa
rangers crossed the border. lie met
the body at a landing opposite San
Enrique, with Undertaker Convery,
uouvery uruugut
ounaay morning.
the body to Laredo at 7:30 p. m. Sam-daHe states there were no signs
'
'
of burns on the body.
"He found four bullet holes. The
neck was chafed, but not broken. The
body was decomposed, but the pants
match the coat left at home by Vergara, Identification seems reliable.
Recovery of body is said to have cost
S. T. Hill, brother-in-laof Vergara,
$400. The body is being held at
of Adjutant General Hutchings.
.No excitement."
will

.

.

Man Was Tortured
Austin, Tex., March 10 No further
Information of the acis of the party of
.

OF

VICTIMS

Texans who recovered Clemente Vergara's borly from its Mexican grave
was expected
today, pending information of the official Investigation now
in progress by both federal and state

Mexico.
The burning of Vergara's hand, HAD
which is apparently
discredited In

PLENTY

OF

WARNING

General Bliss' report to Washington
INSPECTORS SAY THEY TOLD THE
today, was reported as a fact by Cap
OWNERS OF BUILDING OF
tain Sanders of the Texas Rangers,
GREAT FIRE HAZARD
statement
whose official
read:
"One hand was burned to a crisp."
St. Louis, March 10. Firemen late
France Wants Damages
this morning entered the ruins of the
Dou- Paris, March 10. Premier
Athletic club, which was
Mp&eotoM
a
of
course
mergue, in the
speech in destroyed by fire early Monday, and
the chamber of deputies, alluded to recovered two bodies. This brings
the grave results of the civil war in the total number of bodies recovered
Mexico on French Interests, which he to 'ten. Of these eight have been
said were very numerous in that identified.
country. He mentioned the fact that
Twenty-twbodies are still believed
French warships had joined those of to be in the ruins. One of the bodies
other nations in Mexican waters, and was identified as that of E. P. Wilcontinued:
liams, a banker of New York. The
"We have abstained from all inter- body was fully dressed and unmarred.
vention in the interior of Mexico. We Apparently he had been suffocated.
have faith in the government at WashThe other body was burned beyond
ington, which is the nearest neighbor recognition. It was found in the
of Mexico, but we shall not fall to same room on the sixth floor in which
ask, when the moment comes, satis- Williams' body was found.
faction for the injuries suffered by
The tenth body was found under a
French interests.
pile of debris in a fifth floor room.
One of the bodies was Identified
Arbitration Not Favored
by two employes of the club as that
London, March 10. The death at of Marshall Bier, r.ead of Marshall
Juarez of William S. Benton came up Bier & Company, fur dealers of St
for discussion in the house of com- Louis.
A. third body was identified as that
mons today. The foreign secretary
was asked whether it was not pos- of William J. Kinser treasurer of the
sible to refer thd question of redress Kinser Construction company of St.
"
for the Benton murder to The Hague Louisa"
'
The vaults of the Boatmen's bank,
for arbitration.
Sir Edward Grey replied that, tech- which occupied a part of the first
nically and theoretically it was, and floor of the club .building, were uncovered this afternoon and found intact.
continued:
'"In practice, however, at the pres- The doors were opened by officials of
ent moment, there Is no satisfaction the bank and the removal of the
The first load
to be obtained by arbitration, and I money then began.
am not prepared to admit that in this taken out consisted of $100,000 in
case arbitration, would be the most fit- gold, silver and currency. The vaults
contained more than $1,300,000.
ting method of securing redress."
Another Reported Missing
A message was received at police
headquarters inquiring as to the
DIDN'T INTERFERE
safety of John Day. This message
wa sent by D. E. Robinson of Brooklyn, N. Y. Mr. Day was not listed in
WITH THE COURTS previous reports of the missing.
, Club Was Warned
Fire Chief Swingly said today that
six or seven months ago he warned
governor Mcdonald
the
counmanagement of the Missouri Athsanta fe
about
letic club that the club building was
cases
officers'
ty
not safe for sleeping quarters.. ......
"I found conditions particularly bad
Santa Fe, N. M.. March 10. "I
on
the upper floors," said the chief.
in
have never attempted to interfere
"The
building was not constructed for
the
manner
with
courts,"
any
hotel
purposes, but for a business
said Governor McDonald today in a
house.
It had no sprinkler system.
rumors
that
the
statement denying
state administration had pushed the That was taken out when the building
the' commis was converted into a club house."
Indictments against
James A. Smith, former building
sioners of Santa Fe county on the
said today that'. be ''recommissioner,
A demurrer
ground of malfeasance.
to.
fused
approve the southwest fire
In the cases was sustained by Judge'
it ran directly across
because
escape
Abbott in the district court.
windows.
the
' The
travelgovernor denies that the
"I held," he said, "that in case, Of
ing auditor made charges against the
fire, flames bursting from the winmen,
dows would cut off escape, and that's
"The auditor simply reported the
what happened."
exactly
facts to me and It is up to the courts,''
Former
Building Commissioner
the
said the governor, who declares
Smith said' he had ordered the board
district attorney made the presents
of governors to put in two fire
ments in. proper form.
in the club house.
"The governors objected," said
Smith, "and I cited them into court
URIOSTE INDICTED
After interminable wrangling I sucSanta Fe, N. M., March 10. The ceeded in
getting the club to put in
grand jury this afternoon reported a proper fire stairway enclosed in
two indictments, one against Francis
concrete, with fire doors on each
co Urioste and the other against El floor.
I fought this case for Three
lis Kibble, colored. Both are charged
years. I was harassed at every step
with murder.
with change of venue, continuance and
Some time ago Urioste was arrested
compromises,"
charged with killing his own child and
Fire Menace Discussed
then came reports of the mysterious
Ed Borhmueller, secretary of the
deaths of other children In hia family club, said the members often had diswho had died several years ago, one cussed the danger of fire.
after the other.
"Still we could not jump into the
The grand jury's formal report is street," he said. "We anticipated M
not. expected until tomorrow.
sunh tragedy. The building was proThe petit jury was empanelled this vided with enough fire escapes, we
afternoon, Judge Abbott having to ex- thought, as' well as hose reels, fire
cuse several jurors selected earlier In buckets and extinguishers eji every
the day. They made a plea that they floor."
were past. 60 years of age and they
The name of William R. Porde-s- .
wera excused.
president of the Hank of Spavta of
o
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Sparta, 111., was added to the list of
missing today. He arrived In St.
Louis Sunday night too late to c:tc.i
a train for Kansas City, and went "o
the club for the night. The body
TO
in the morgue,, thought yesterday to
be the body of .Allen R. Hancock, was
identified today as that of L. P. Ruff,
department manager for the Simmons
Hardware company of St. Louis. This
identification was made by Ruffs
brother-in-laand by a friend from THEY WERE INSTRUCTED TO

GUARDS

.

dozed' by any such

INCITED

Joseph Walfson, of Caruthersville
who was reported last night as
among the missing, is safe. Careful
checking up of those known to be at
the Missouri Athletic club Sunday
night and those heard from since the
fire resulted in a death list of 31
This number may be slightly Increased.
Mo.,
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THE

fir

"This committee is no going to be
'bulldozed' by you ,or anybody else,"
said Chairman Taylor, addressing Hil
ton.
Nichols finally was asked to name
the witnesses, and gave Andrew Hoi
lister, a bridge policeman; Mr. and
i
Mrs. Archie Hall, Hancock;
Elmer
a
at
Johnson, railroad employe
Hough
DO ton; Albert Newman, Ben F, Johnson SENATOR
HITCHCOCK
ASKS
and Harry Reed, Calumet and Mr. and
SO BY MICHIGAN MINING
WHY HE WANTS STOCK EX- Mrs. Marcotte, of Houghton.
OFFICIALS
CHANGE BILL RUSHED
Preceding Nichols, the committee
heard four employes of two detective
F1BE0 INTO BOARDING HOUSE agencies testify against the methods REFUSES TO ANSWER
pEOEf
of their former employes, and also
listened to the concluding evidence in
THIS WAS DONE BY A MAN WHO
defense of the conduct of militiamen NEBRASKA SOLON SAYS LAWYEfi
WISHED TO BE ASSIGNED
IS SILENT REGARDING
in the strike zone.

HEflOYEB ML

STRIKERS

0

OOESTI

VIOLENCE

Chicago.

o

as

statement

that."

TO EASY BEAT

Is

Mahoney

III

RAILROAD

DEAL

Charles Mahoney, vice president of
RIOTS OF ROME
the Western Federation of Miners,
WILL
TESTIFY was operated on here today for ap ACCUSED MAN HAKESlftFLY,Rome; March 10. a number of MITCHELL
strikers were wounded: today, and one
pendicitis, and is said to be in a crit
is reported killed in a serious affray LABOR OFFICIAL
WILL TELL COM- ical condition. Charles II. Moyer was HE DENIES HOLDING K. AND
with the police in the viclnty of the
at Mahoney's bed3ide most of the
MITTEE OF CONDITIONS IN
STOCK FOR MARKET MANIPday.
ministry of the interior. The mount
BUTTE CAMPS
ULATION PURPOSE3
ed policemen fired volleys
At the opening of the afternoon ses
of ball
sion of the committee Chairman Tay- cartridges into the crowd. After the
strikers had been ' dispersed the
Chicago, March 10. Henry Batters, lar said that counsel for the strikers
Washington, March 10 Samuel Ua- wounded were taken into the minis testifying today on behalf of the West- had informed him that they did not termyer's motives impressing the senern Federation of Miners before the care to have the statement offered bv ate banking committee for favorable
try of the Inferior for treatment.
congressional committeo investigating Nichols admitted into the record, action on the stock exchange bill
the Michigan copper strike, said he thus relieving the committee ot the were questioned today by Senator
CALIFORNIA WRESTLES was one of the 45 mine guards es responsibility of deciding this ques- Hitchcock,
democrat, of Nebraska at
corted to the strike district in Octo tion. Mr. Taylor said that it was the a hearing.
of the committee that it did
Unteniiyer, Senator Hitchcock sald
WITH A REAL PROBLEM ber. He said that while they were on attitude
not
to go into the deportation at had refused to answer
care
were
their way they
told by "Captain"
questions about,
W hite, in charge of tae party,
that great length as long as it had been his connection with the sale of Ka"be hoped these boys will learn the known that Moyer was deported forci- nawha & "Michigan railroad stock,,
YOLO AND SACRAMENTO COUN-TIEand thi3 bad been shown by the either for himself or for some
ropes'' so that the mine companies bly,
BOTHERED BY
would need to hire mure mine guards. testimony of Charles H. Tanner and
ARMY
Mr. Untermyer said he believed tbe
Batters said these instructions were the testimony of Nichols, who had
statements from persons who claimed
were
to
mean
contaken
Cal.1
10.
the
that
Slarcn
A
matter) was brought, up to obscure
"boys"
Sacramento,
to have witnessed the deportation.
the issues Involved in the pen dins
ference between the boards of super- to incite the strikers to acts of vio
Ben Goggin, an organizer for the bill, but declared the charges that ha
visors of Yolo and Sacramento coun- lence.
Western
Federation of Miners, was or his clients had been involved i
ties and a citizen' committee to de'What did you do personally to pro the
witness
at the afternoon ses- any Improper transaction in the sto-fonly
termine what to do" with the disrupted voke violence?1 aHlied Congressman
testified
He
sion.
that he was as- named had been inspired by the pubamity of the unemployed now camped Powell.
saulted
at Red Jacket licity
deputies
urv
by
of the New
at the Yolo county approach to the M
'Personally, nothing',' said the wit December 11, without provocation. He stock department Aln
oi" h 1 3 r- - I
exchange.
street bridge opposite this city, was ness.
said the militiamen were accustomed letter from John C M'ltuirn, t,
held this morning.!
Batters said that many acts calcu to follow strikers and stop their
t"
for the exchnf", d t.vin
The Yolo officew declared there lated to
provoke the strikers were
licity story,
were 1,800 meu b? actual count in
committed 3y other men.
lie said
It was announced that Moyer would 'uved M
'
i
the army. They "accounted for the
that a guard of the name of 'Curry appear at the session tonight, ami
the
additions
increase
by fifri?
large
r i jii"
fhA I11
fired into the board'n? housw of Jw. wulj !
v Utc'
TUese
muio
had corns from
u
u
Benson at Mouaw
.)
iua
figures were questioned. .The' army, the
would decide that the
I
1 t
curred a'
j
j
minus leaders, was. offered transpor housecompany
should be guarded and it would
coun
Yolo
Francisco
tation to San
by
be an easy beat for Curry., Batters
of etockho'Jors
ty, but refused it. .An application to
AINST
said that Robert Allen, a guard, heat CHARGES
V
their holdings to t'.ie najoi 'y '
Sacralet the army march through
three men who had been arrested by
holders until the stock had bear
mento under heavy guard on its way
other private detectives and that on
dropped from the list of the New
to Washington was then considered.
one occasion a strikers' parade had
WRIGHT HOPPED York
exchange. They then sold It at
With Yolo county officers insisting
been
160
or
"gunmen."
by
thereabouts a share,5 and h&
stopped
that Sacramento take Its guards off
testified under questioning' by SenaJohn Mitchell, the labor leader, will
the river bridges and permit the Industrial Workers to pass through Sac- be given a hearing in Washington JUSTICE OF DISTRICT OF COLUM tor Hitchcock that the majority holdBIA COURT DECLARED TO
ings had paid only $70 a share or I
ramento and wend their way eastward some time next week. This permisfor
other stocks (hey had bought In,
sion
BLAMELESS
was obtained today by strikers'
BE
and Sacramento officers refusing to
means
of, which the lino passed t
desired
Mr.
Mitchell
counsel
said
by
who
a
do this, the problem developed into
to give Information of conditions in
Washington, Mqrch 10. Charges the Hocking Valley road and was fin
clash between the two counties.
blv W. H. Cooper, a local banker, ally absorbed by the .Chesapeake Ss
When the disorganized "army" re the Butte copper country.
the committee
fused the offer of District Attorney A.
The defense of the Michigan Nation- against Justice D. T. Wright of the Ohio. He denied that
out
for
held
its
purposes of
his
court
for
holdings
district
supreme
asking
G. Bailey of Yolo county that St ac al Guard before the committee was
j
market
diumlascd
were
manipulation.
today
impeachment,
to
O.
San
back
Ragsdale,
cept transportation!
Fran; concluded.
Captain R.
)
Mr. Hitchcock' announced
Cisco bay. Bailey asked the Sacra United States army, said that at first by the house judiciary committee as
f
would
"some
have
very
pert".,
uncorroborated."
mento officers that the bridge guards the men seemed to look on the situathe
to
ask"
when
national
questions
Justice Wright attracted
be removed. He was told they would tion as a joke and the discipline was
tee resumed later in the day.
noil be and replied that he would aiiS not of the best, tout later the men set- attention when he sent Samuel Gom-perFrank Morrison and John. Mitchpeal to the courts for a restraining tled down and he considers their conto
ell
jail for contempt of court in
order to prevent the closing of the duct excellent
....BANDITS .JB03. SAFE
Stove and Range case. Al
Buck
the
to
traffic.
March. 10. Three ia- Evidence which the grand jury of
bridge
LDomis,
Meanwhile the unemployed were Houghton county heard regardinlg the though Cooper charges the judge with dits blew open the safe of t' i
f" s
trying to reorganize and held several deportation from the copper strike various acts of misconduct, on the office here early today, geti
meetings on the river banks. The district of Charles H. Moyer may be bench and in private life, his action coin,. $55 in post orders ai J t '
citizens' committee of Sacramento put before the congressional investiga- in the labor case was one of the ver- stamps. Postmaster Otto W. 1
sent the "army" a load of provisions tion committee. After admitting a dicts on which his impeachment was fired at the bandits as they hp e' . today cooked meat, coffee and bread liatpfwithesSea (before the grand asked.
ing and one of them responded. A
Justice Wright maintained that posse led by Sheriff McAulcy i.i i.
Yolo county having refused to feed
jury the committee recessed and said
them. ;
it would decide later whether to hear Cooper's charges were actuated bp pursuing the trio. The band ''
animus growing out of private litiga- driving a' fast pacer, which tey sit.
statements by these persons.
tion
between them.
here. Before blowing the sue il 'V
The lawyers objected to a question
!.
cut
the main telephone
for
by O. N. Hilton, chief of counsel
TODAY H CONGRESS.
Loomis.
the Western Federation of Miners,
when he asked Ernest J. Nichols of
A
CONVICT EO BAuIiEL
Grand
Rapids, Mich., to give the
COLQUITT AIRS VIEWS
Washington, March 10. Senate: names "of the persons who participatFort
Worth, Tex, March 11
rw
noon.
Met at
ed in the outrage on Moyer."
i
o.
ernor
B. Colquitt
GOES 1
Samuel Untermyer testified on the
o
a
a
committed
Raisers'
Texas
Cattle
"Somebody
stock exchange regulation bill before
i
today, declared he 1 i f
outrage and If we can find out. who
the banking commjittee.
Chairsaid
I
we
did
think
ui
ot
should,"
it
!
policy
opening ut?guui.iws
Senator iTillman ashed for an jnves-WILLIAM J. CUMMINS PREVENT
man Taylor of the committee.
with the Mexican authorities f
tigatkm of charges that a coal trust;
ED EXECUTION
OF SEN-- ,
tr Tt i"
righting
Nichols said that his information
discriminates against Charleston, S.
TENCE 800 UAYS
with Mr. Co!
oiulton
"agreeing
statements
of
was
form
gatherin
the
C.
f
his action and his defense of t
Committees in charge of trust bills ed from witnesses before the grand
New York, Maruli 10. William J.
statepie of Texas,'' w as ru1' d oi t r
those
obtained
said
he
He
barred consideration of the measures jury.
Cummins, at one time head of the de on the
ground that r u '
ments while working as a detective funct
for early action.
Carnegie Trust company,, who policy of . the as c
(
of
office
for the prosecutor's
Hough was convicted
House: Met at noon.
nearly thrw years ago Into politics.
Debate was resumed on tho. agricul- ton county. He acknowledged distant of the larceny of $1 lO.OOii, was tnken
relationship to George Nichols, the to Sing Sing prison from the Tombs
tural bill.
Committees in charge, of txubt leg- special prosecutor who conducted the, todnV to serve out a. sentence of not.
Lri;
' ill
U"-tl m four
us and unt ninths
islation began speeding up their work. grand jury hearings.
'l.! C tv, (
Allan F. Rees. of counsel for tie and not more than
i ..
O Ml 1 t
Interstate commerce committee rei
i II
companies, said if the couinuitee ad eis;ht monlhs. By r
,M ti
ported revised Sims bill to
'
milted the accusations aga'n't alb ' nd ft1 i r rn 'is,(u
t
Panama tolls exemption.
ii t k t in !' o s
lirtee dismisstkl asei members of the nmlrtimt it
in
Judiciary
'
) i o s a f
,
v
"uncorroborated" the charges of Wade to return to Houghton, county ami
rli
'
I to
of Washington.
o'.:aiis;;i them a chance to answer (' e
IT. Cooper
T I
w'
(
'
t
( i (let- -'
Associate Justice Wright of the f!'i es.
'
t
,
the- District, of
of
It
"
tWnh
ti
don't
court
mrfy,"
preme
.

other-person-
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START THEM OFF RIGHT WITH A
GOOD LAXATIVE AND THEN
WATCH THEIR FOOD

Mothers are often unconsciously
very careless about the diet of their
children, forcing all to eat the same
foods. The fact is that all foods do
not agree alike with different persons.
Hence, avoid what seems to constipate the child or to give it Indigestion,
and urge it to take more of what is
quickly digested.
If the child shows a tendency to
constipation it should immediately be
to help the bowgiven a
els. By this is not meant a physic
or purgative, for these should never
be. given to children, nor anything
like salts, pills, etc. What the child
requires is simply a small dose of the
gentlest of medicines, such, as Dr.
Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin, which, in
the opinion of thousands of watchful
mothers, is the ideal remedy for any
child showing a tendency to constipation. So many things can happen to
a constipated child that care is necessary.
Cold, piles, headaches, sleeplessness, and many other annoyances
that children should not have can us
ually be traced to constipation.
Many of America's foremost fami
lies are never without Syrup Pepsin,
because one can never tell when
some member of the family may need
it, and all can use it. Thousands endorse it, among them Mrs. M. E. Pat- ten, "Valley Junction, Iowa, who Is nev- -

Santa Fe, March 10 Traveling Auditor Howell Earnest today at( 11 a. in.
submitted to Governor McDonald a
lengthy report on the condition of official affairs in Chaves county, which
has been in process of preparation,
in the auditor's office for a week or
ten days past The report goes exhaustively in.to conditions in the county and rumor has it there are some
severe strictures on the conduct of
certain offices. Tho governor this afternoon announced that the report
would not be made public for several
days as he wishes to digest it thoroughly before publication.
Perjurer Pardoned by Governor
Governor William McDonald today
granted a conditional pardon to Frank
Sama, who was convicted of perjury
and was sentenced to two years to 25
months in the state penitentiary.
Sama is of Raton and has a family of
nine children. There has been sickness in the family and he lost one of
his daughters. The pardon was recommended by the district judge, the
district attorney, by the prosecuting
witnesses and others. In granting the
pardon conditionally Governor McDonald requires Sama to report once a
month for a year to the warden of
the penitentiary, stating his whereabouts and his occupation.
Judge Pope Goes Back to Las Cruces
Judge W. H. Pope of the United
States district court, will have to go
from Albuquerque back to Las Cruces
to hear a case before returning to
Santa Fe. Judge Pope has been expected home by Mrch 15. District
Clerk and Mrs. Harry Lee have returned from Las Cruces. Assistant
United States District Attorney K. C.
Wade, Jr., is also back in Santa Fe,
after attending court in Roswell and
Ias Cruces.
Flow of State's Rivers
"The duty of water Is so variable,
depending on topographical conditions,
altitude, the kind of crops and many
other matters that it would be impossible for me and I believe for any
other man in New Mexico to estimate
how much land in New Mexico can
be irrigated if all available waters
were'ftised."

nilld-laxatlv- e

plaint about the rate was made and
prompt action taken.
$5,482 from tfncle Sam
Governor William C. McDonald has
just received notic from the United
States treasury that Uncle Sam is
ready to send a little check for the
sum of $5,482.58 to the New Mexico
treasury. This sum represents the 5
per cent proceeds from the public
lands of New Mexico from July 1,
1912, toi June 30. 1913.
Silver City Terminal Company
The Silver City Terminal company
filed papers of incorporation today. A.
C. Thompson is named agent with
office at Silver City. This company
wishes to do an auto business carrying passengers between Silver City
and surrounding towns. The company is capitalized at $100,000, divided Into 1,000 shares at $100. The
incorporators are William Thompson
of Chicago, 50 shares; A. C. Thomp
Pierre Schon, 25
son, 25 shares;
shares. Both are residents of Silver
.

Otero Haslfeot

,

Glen A. Gray,

hydro-grapht-

e

United

the

states geological survey in this city,
as he was at work making up some

statistics to submit this afternoon to
State Engineer French which will
show the estimated flow of most of
the important streams in the state, or
of the state's
of about
water supply. There are many little
streams that have not been visited by
the stream gaugers. It is said there
is still room for a hundred more
.stream gauging stations in New Mexico, if the water supply is to be
studied thoroughly.
Pinon Rate Reduced
The state corporation commission
has been notified by J. R. Koontz, general freight and passenger agent of
the Santa Fe railway that he has reduced the rate on pinon nuts from
Santa Fe to New York city from $1.52
to $1.40. Frank E. Gormley has been
making large shipments of these nuts
confectioner. Comi- . to a New York
two-thir-

A gain

Duffy's

(

.....)

Resigned

it is ynmored fotay that Page B.
Otero had resigi:d as deputy game
warden, an office he has held off and
on for many years. "There is no
truth in the report," said Mr. Otero.
He admitted that another position has
been offered him and that he is taking the matter under consideration.
Mr. Otero was. one of the first game
wardens of the territory of New Mexico. He served as deputy game warden from March, 1903, to slay, 1907;
from April, 1909, to June, 1910, and
from June, 1912, to the present time,
"and I am still on the job," he said
this morning.
Will Stop Trains for Court
has
The corporation commission
been notified that the El Paso &
Southwestern will stop all trains on
flag at stations to andfrom Carrizozo
during the sessions of the district
court which opened yesterday.
Supreme Court Returns
The supreme court is back in Santa
Fe, Chief Justice Roberts, Associate

a Life Savor1
Here's a woman who grew
weaker and weaker until
chance led her to try Duffy's
Pure Malt Whiskey, and it
came to the rescue, as it
usually does. But read what
she, herself, says :
"I wish to announce what Duffy's

Pure Malt Whiskey has done for me.
Some time ago I had a vry bad attack
of dysentery that lasted two months. I
went to my doctor and he gave me powders and medicine, but it did me no
good as I grew weaker and weaker-m- ade
me think I was getting consumption, of the bowels. L had tried the best

of brandies with no result, but good luck
wanted it that my eyes fell on a Duffy
Pure Malt Whiskey ad in the evening
MRS. H.COOPER
.paper. 1 looked over it caretuiiy ana
it was half
I at once bought a bottle,
and . before
eood for weak bowels
saw . it was
.
.'
,
.
T
' I
.1
IT
used I felt it was doing gooo. 10 maie sure, i iimsneu me ouiue auu i was myself again. I cannot praise Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey enough for what it did
for mf Ti- Is also cood for indigestion and nervous neuralgia. Duffy's Pure Malt
I.Irs. A. Cooper, 2340 Putnam Ave, Brooklyn, w. Y.
V hlokcy was my We saver.'
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known to science. Its
is one of the greatest strength builders and
palatability and fiwHom from injurious substances render it so it can be retained
d
tv t n
ti. Owrwor d nen, delicate women and sickly childitc oi
ren will find in it the health and strength-givinproperties so necessary to them.
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tun, is a promoter of health and hn ;vity ;
maKes the old led vouncr and keens tne young strong and
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RUMOR HAS IT THAT OFFICERS
ARE CRITICISED BY THE
EXAMINER
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PATTEN
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The fabrics in these
remarkable $15.00
clothes for men are warranted all
wool. They are the newest style
conceptions in weave and color, and
are typical of highest grade textiles.

Frv Krl

er without it In the house. Mrs. Patten' says that Syrup Pepsin has done

laDllCS

wonders for her, boy Ralph, who was
constipated from birth but is now
doing fine. Naturally she is enthusiastic about it and wants other mothers to use it. Dr. Caldwell's Syrup
Pepsin is sold by druggists at fifty
cents and one dollar a bottle, the
(latter eize being bought by those
who already know its value, and it
contains proportionately mora,
Evetfy one likes Syrup Pepsin as it
is very pleasant to the taste. It is
and free
also mild and
from injurious ingredients.
Families wishing to try a free sample bottle can obtain it postpaid by
addressing Dr. W. B. Caldwell, 419
Washington St., Monticello, 111. A postal card with your name and address
on it will do.

Manufacture

Frankel

n FTEE.N

is made in a real sun-l- it
model
factory. The wearer of these $ 5.00
1

clothes is assured of clean workmanship amidst ideal conditions.
Hand tailored throughout, these
clothes have our endorsement as
to satisfactory service, additional to
the makers'.

g

Justices Parker and Banna, Mrs. Rob- ers, Mrs. Parker, Mrs. Hanna and
Mrs. Bristow returned by motor yes
terday from Las Cruces where they
attended a banquet given in honor of
United States District Judge William
H. Pope. On their return home they
stopped over in Albuquerque.
"We had a very delightful trip and
greatly enjoyed the banquet," said
Chief Justice Roberts. "We visited
the Elephant Butte dam and all of
us were impressed with the vast un
dertaking. We were told that storing
of water will begin next year, which
ehows what rapid work has been
done."
Judge Roberts reported hearing of
a new insect said to have been dis
covered by J. G. Stuart of El Manzanal Orchard, declared to be of immense
value to orchardists
because it exterminates the coddling moth..
Notaries Public Appointed
Governor McDona.M has appointed
the following notaries public: R. D.
Bell, Roswell, Chaves county; Homer
J. Farr, Dermen, Union; Joseph B.
Atkison, Artesiav Eddy; Jose S. Ortiz,
Chirnayo, Santa. Fe; Frances Devine,
Albuquerque, Bernalillo; Alfred Jelfs,
Raton, Colfax.
Ellison Case Argued
Assistant Attorney General Ira M.
Grlmshaw argued the Ellison case this
morning oetore the state supreme
court. Ellison was sentenced for life
in the pen for assault on a little girl
in Roswell. Mr. Grlmshaw appeared
for the state. No one appeared for
Ellison.
Delegates Appointed
Governor McDonald has appointed
the following delegates to the Confer
ence on Irrigation which meets in
Denver, April 9: James A. French,
Santa Fe; M N. Mikesell, Springer
J. D. Hand, Los Alamos; D. C. Deuel,
La Cueva; E. H. Bickford, Deming
J. A. Tucker, French;
Scott Etter,
Carlsbad; Francis G. Tracy, Carlsbad
James I. Cowan, Maxwell; C. H. Elm- endorf, Elmendorf; G. M. Norton'
Farmington; C. E. Missey, Deming; A
A, Rogers, Portales; Lafayette Clapp,
Hatch; W. G. Hamilton, Roswell; Ai
J. Meloche, Raton; Charles Springer,

1
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Fashions

Created on Fifth

Avenue,

New

York, America's fashion center.
Frankel Fifteen styles are metro-

politan and representative of the
mosf modern cut in clothing for
men. If it's new you'll find it in a

Frankel Fifteen.

Guarantee"

sold in our store, and

the Frankel

Fifteen guarantee appearing on the
sleeve of each coat is simply the
backing up of the maker of his own
product You are safe when you
buy a Frankel Fifteen.
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LOOK FOR TOSS LABEL. ON
THE RIGHT HAND SLEEVE
(8X1. V..'Q

SVICE

TO Give COOO

ONE OF THE

System
v

MANY POPULAR
FRANKEL FIFTEEN

MODELS
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Fifth Ave.,
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SPRING STOCKS ARE NOW FJADYCOME WHERE YOUR
$15.00 BUYS GREATEST VALUES.
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1:1
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SOUTH SIDE PLAZA

LAS VEGAS LEADING STORE
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A nain In tha side or back that
catches vou when tou straighten up
call" for a rubbing application' of BAL
LARD'S SNOW LINIMENT. It relaxes
t.hn finntraptert muscles and nermlts
motion without suffering or inconven
ience. Price 25c, 50c and ?1.00 per
bottle. Sold by Central Drug Mo.

session- -

Men-omonl-

Cliionlc Stomach Trouble Cured

Adv.

SOUTH

Foley Cathartic tablets are entirely
effective, thoroughly cleansing and always pleasant in action. They contain
blue flag, are a remedy for constipation and sluggish liver, and a tonlo to
the bowels, which are improved by
their use. Try them. They do not
fail to give relief and satisfaction. O-Plain Truth That's Worth Money
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
Using Foley's Honey and Tar for a Store. Adv.
cough or cold may save you both sickness and money. F. F. Monahan,
State of Ohio, City of Toledo,
Wis., says: "I am exposed
ss.
Lucas County,
to all kinds of weather and I find Fomakes oath that he
J.
Frank
Cheney
ley's Honey and Tar Compound always is senior partner of the firm of F. J.
fixes me up in good shape when 1
& Co., doing business in the
catch cold or have a bad cough. I Cheney
Toledo, county and State aforerecommend it gladly." Refuse all sub- City ofand
that said firm will pay the
stitutes. O. ' G. Schaefer and Red said,
sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS
Cross Drug Store. Aov.
for each and every case of Catarrh
that cannot be cured by the use of
HALL'S CATARRH CURE.
SHIPS ON SUMMER SCHEDULE
FRANK J. CHENE.Y.
iNew York, March 10. The summer
Sworn to before me and subscrtbect
schedule of the Cunard line was fcut In my presence, this 6th day of Deceminto effect today with the sailing of ber, A. D, 1886.
A. V. GLEASON,
the steamship Lusltania. The sched(Seal)
,
Notary Public.
ule provides for the sailing of the vesHall's Catarrh Cure is taken Intersels seven hours earlier than heretoand acts directly upon the blood
fore. This change In the sailing hour nally
and mucous surfaces of the system.
will be maintained during the period Send for testimonials, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
that the steamships follow the long
Sold by all druggists. 75o.
transatlantic course during the sumTake Hall's Family Pills for coEsti-patiomer months.
which met here today for a two days'
Delegates representing commercial clubs in St Louis, Kansas
City, St. Joseph, Sedalia and numerous other cities are in attendance. ,

will listen 1j addresses by
noted speakers' on tne future of the
cattle industry In the United States.
The business sessions of the association will be held Thursday. Waco,
San Antonio and Houston are engaged in a spirited contest for next year's
convention.

at the Ryan vention

There is nothing more discouraging
than a chronic disorder of the stomach. Is it not surprising that many
suffer for years with such an ailment
when a permanent cure is within their
reach and may be had for a trifle?
"About one year ago," says P. H.
Beck, of Wakelee, Mich., "I bought a
package of Chamberlain's Tablets, and
since using them I have felt perfectly
well. I had previously used any number of different medicines, but none
or them were of any lasting (benefit."
For sale by all dealers. Adv.

BEND RIOT CASES

South Bend, Ind, Sixteen defendants in the St. Cashimier's church riot
cases were arraigned in court today
for triaL The riots resulted trom an
effort made to Install Rev. Stanislaus
Gruza as pastor of the church. The
disorders assumed such serious proportions that the bishop of the diocese
appealed to Governor Ralston to eend
the militia to suppress them.

MISSOURI

COMMERCIAL

CLUBS

Jefferson City, Mo., March 10. A
wide variety of topics relating to the
welfare of the state and, the promotion
of Its Industries are to be discussed
at the annual convention of the Missouri Federation of Commercial Clubs,

The Forty Year Test
An article must have exceptional
merit to survive for a period of forty
years. Chamberlain's Cough Remedy
was first offered to the public In 1872.
Prom a small beginning it has grown
In favor and popularity until It has
attained a world wide reputation. You
will find nothing better for a cough or
CimaiTon.
cold. Try it and you will understand
Answer Filed in Indian Case
why It is a favorite after a period of
An answer was filed by the defand more than forty years. It not only
gives relief it. cures. For sale by all
ants, certain Indians at Nambe, in the dealers.
Adv.
case of D. C. Collier vs. Petro Boqet
et al., in tho United States district
WORTH
CATTLE MEN IN
court. This is the case involving the
Fort "Worth, Tex., March 10. Fort.
Pojaque land grant The defendants Worth threw its gates wide open toare represented by Francis C. Wilson,
day In welcome to the delegates to
United States attorney for the Pueblo the thirty-eightannual convention of
Indians.
the Catte Raisers' Association of
Texas.
Thousands of visitors were
YOU CAN CURE THAT BACKACHE, in
attendance from all parts of Texas
Pain along the back, dizziness, head- and from Oklahoma and neighboring
ache and general langour. Get a pack states. Mayor Robert F.. Milam delivage of Mother Gray's AROMATIC- - ered the address of welcome ithis
LEAF, the pleasant root and herb morning and Julian M. Basset of
n
cure for all Kidney, Bladder and Uriresponded for tne, visitors. J.
nary troubles. When you feel all run D. Jackson of Alpine delivered the
down, weak and without energy use
presidential address. No business
this remarkable combination of na- sessions were1 held this
afternoon, the
ture's herbs and roots. As a tonic time
being devoted to various features
laxative it has no equal. Mother Gray's of entertainment. Tomorow the con- Aromatic-Lea- f
is sold by Druggists or
sent by mail for 60 cts. Sample sent
FREE. Address, The Mother Gray
I
1 1
3
1
Co., Le Roy, N. Y. Adv.
r ,
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SURPLUS

PAID IN

100,000.00

50,OOO.M
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J. M. Cunningham, Preside
Frank Springer,

it

D. T. Hosklns, Cashier.
B. S. Lewis, Ass't Cash.

t.

LAS VEGAS
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

Cros-byto-

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
CAPITAL STOCIt

n

MINNESOTA MERCHANTS MEET
St. Paul, Minn., March 10. Repre

sentative retail grocers and general
merchants from cities Hiid towns
throughout Minnesota were present
here today at the oponing of the annual convention of their state association. The sessions will continue
three day,, concluding Thursday

-

Office with the San Miguel National Bank
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.Dublin in person, to open

ARTHUR'S

EXT JOB

H

IRELAND
NOBLEMAN IS SLATED FOR THE
FIRST VICEROY UNDER
HOME RULE

h

London, March
It is almost
initely decided, that Prince Arthur of
10

def-

Connaught is to be the first home rule
viceroy of, Ireland. There was some
talk oj his succeeding his father, the
Duke of Connaught as governor-genera- l
of Canada, hut this will not now
take place, unless the unionists are
successful In preventing the government from establishing a parliament
in Ireland.
Like all members of the Connaught
;amny, jrnnce Artnur is extremely
popular, and besides it is considered
that he would make an able and responsible viceroy, while his nearness
to the throne and his personal intimacy w.ith the king would have a great
effect in soothing unionist susceptibilities; in Ireland. It would be difficult for Irish, society to boycott a
viceregal court held iy the first1 cousin and the niece of the sovereign, especially after the latter had visited
'

may be weeks before the struggle is
finally decided.

the first the next

Irish parliament, which he will do if
that parliament is ever summoned.
There is little prospect, however,
of the home rule bill becoming law
early the coming summer, as nationalists and liberals have often declared would be the case. It is now predicted that Ireland's fight for
will not be over before
next fall.
At best nothing can be done with
the home rule bill until April for financial afCairs will take up all of
March, and now that Premier
has promised to make liberal
concessions to overcome the objections of Ulster, it will probably take
most of the summer to reframe the
bill. No one is seriously displeased
at the delay, for it is believed it will
work to a better understanding. The
government will have time to consider thoroughly its proposed amendments and to determine whether they
will have the desired effect of promoting peace.
The alterations Involved in the present bill would be enoromus, and some
portions would have to be redrafted
if any of the amendments are adopted. The exclusion of Ulster would
require a complete modification of the
financial clauses, and home rule within homel rule would be quite as complicated.
Premier Asquith will be very sure
of. his ground before placing any of
his suggestions on paper but during

few weeks various suggestions will be submitted to the unionist leaders. If no agreement results
the government will simply introduce
its modifications and let the house
and public opinion Judge. Even when
the suggestions come before the house
progress will not be rapid. There are
some irreconcillables who will fight
the bill to! the bitter end, while from
other quarters there will come very
Severe critics m of details. Th
hope the government will
produce a scheme which will be satisfactory to the majority of unionists
and liberals but which will meet with
the disapproval of the nationalists.
Mr. Asquith ia not at all likely to do
that He has staked the political fortunes of himself and his party on the
home rule bill, and it is very well
known that his great ambition is to
carry out the desires of his old chief,
Gladstone, and bring contentment to
the majority of Irishmen.
The procedure to be followed is
very clearly stated in the parliament
act. After the bill has been read a
second time the government will come
forward with their suggestions, and a
long series of debates may be expeet-,ein the commons.
The unionists
will doubtless oppose them, but it
may be Inferred from what Lloyd
Seorge said in the. debate on the
speechj from the throne that the government will persist in. them, and will
send them to the lords. It is then
that the real fight will begin, and it
d

Lord Derby is being picked by many
political observers as likely to prove
a "dark" horse" in the contest for the
premiership when the unionists return to power.
Those who most ardently supported
Bonar Law are now believing that
his leadership has proved "a failure.
He is over 70 years of age and he is
a pary association
a
which has never helped a man to the
leadership of the unionists.
Lord Derby on the otherliand, who
has been unionist leader in Lancashire for many years, has never associated himself with the tariff reform which has helped to defeat the
unionists at three successive general
elections. He is a "free feeder," like
most Lancastrians, and has further
strengthened his position by taking
a strong stand against those who
threatened civil war if the home rule
e
bill is passed. While a staunch
ruler Lord Derby spoke strong
ly against the Ulster men, should they
rise against law and order. Again he
denounced attempts to revive the
royal veto, when a, section of his
party suggested that the king should
be petitioned to withhold his signa
ture from the home rule bill. He
therefore gained the reputation of being a. strong constitutionalist.
The Lancashire leader has the ad
vantage of having served in the house
liberal-unionis-
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EcsICi Restored by
EcIiEisa's Alterative
Glandular

FEW BETTER PASTORAL STORIES
mnt a it nnnm? r " i rn
111 All i iiLlillLCid iliilj iliU
f--

trouble, very frequently
by physicians u "Tubeicukwls in
the Glands,' him
found to yield to
Kekmau'R Alterative when other treat"Freckles," a dramatization of one ances last season it drow record-breaki- ng
ments did not bring relief.
Kcknisn'a
Alterative Is a medicine whirli during
of the most widely read books in the
audiences, and with unanithe pant fifteen years lias brought about
mous acclaim the prophecy wenS
past decade, by Gene Stratton-Porter- ,
many recoveries even ia H number of
Reno this:
supposed hopeless comcr.
is announced for Saturday night, forth that its success
a drama,
257 Lnurlston St., Phila.. Pa.
"Gentlemen:
In JMrcn. lOOi). my doe-to- r
March 14, at the Duncan opera house. would equal its unqualified euocesa
case
"Tuberculosis
In
pronounced my
the Glands." and a number of operations
From literary standards there have as a novel. Oij regular tour this sealu a hospital failed to benefit me. In the
been few greater pastoral stories writ- son, with a complete scenic equivmeantime a friend of miue advised Eck-nian- 's
Alterative.
The wounds In my
ten. That It has been marvelously alent and a stronger company of arneck were still open and In a frightful
condition when I started to take it. After
ia attested by the fact that tists, it is playing to capacity audipopular
two
bottles I found I was Improvusinjr
over a million persona have read
ences everywhere.
ing, having gained weight, could eat and
win able to sleep. I continued using It
When one has read a etory there is
Under the management of D. Ia
nntll I wns well, which was In November,
1010. On November 11, 1910, I started to
always a desire to see it played; to Martin, and direction of A, G. Dc.ia-mate- r,
work, and since that time I have not lost
one day's work through sickness. I highly
see the characters in real life, and
known from coast to coast as
recommend Eckman's Alterative to anyone who is suffering from Gland trouble."
this undoubtedly is the most important producers of nothing but clean, healJOSEPH B. WHITE.
(Affidavit)
reason for the success of "Freckles" thy dramatic attractions, this literary
(Above abbreviated; more on request.)
Eckman's Alterative has been proven by
as a drama. During its trial perform- - hit is making theatrical history.
many years' test to be most efficacious
for severe 'flu-oaand l.ung AfTccllons,
Bronchitis. Bronchinl Asthma. Stubborn
Golds and iu upbuilding the system.
Contains no narcotics, poisons or
g
drugs. Ask for booklet telling
of recoveries, nnd write to Eckmnn
ljthomtory. Philadelphia. Ph., for evidence. For s." e by all leading druggists
and E. G. Murphey and Bed Cross

it

Drug company.

v

of commons and has had considerable
experience in the cabinet. He started
his career as a member of the staff
of the governor general of Canada;

was chief press censor and private
secretary to Lord Roberts during the
South African war, and was twice
mentioned in dispatches for conspicuous services. Upon return to England he became one of the lords of
the treasury, and later financial secretary to the war office, where he
remained until he entered the cabinet
as postmaster general.
He had to retire from the house of
commons, where frs represented the
West Houghton division of Lancashire for 14 years, on the death of his
father in 1906, but he has continued
his interest in politics. If not actually premier when the unionists return
to pdwer he is sure to fill one of the
cabinet offices. His great wealth will
of course help him, but of even greater assistance is his intimacy with
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According to testimony of members
of the crew of the destroyer Pigmy,
which was on the spot when the
submarine A-- disappeared off Devon-por- t
in January, the occupants of the

A

FROM "FRECKLES."

SCENE

7

V
"

l

111 r
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vessel must have lived ' for
at least an hour after the submarine
sank, and during the greater part of
that time were engaged in the helpless task! of trying to bring' her to the
surface. The crew of the Pigmy saw
d
during that time periodical
water
of
growing
upheavals
gradually less until they ceased. This,
say the experts, proves that an ef
fort was being made to restore buoyancy by blowing out the trimming
tanks until the last ounce of com
pressed air was exhausted. How the
surplus buoyancy, which every sub
mersible retains when diving, was
lost isi a question which may never
be solved. It might have been caused
by a mishap to the tanks or failure
of the torpedo door tube to operate.
There la now little hope of ever
bringing the A--7 to the surface. She
lies in 27 fathoms of water, while no
submarine has yet been raised from
a greater depth than seven fathoms.
Besides, the boat lies with her nose
tilted at anj angle of 30 degrees, and
her quarters buried In the mud to
the base of her coning tower, so it
would be almost impossible to get a
grip on it.

4
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Overwhelming Verdict.
months ago, a man in no way connected with the making of Postum or the marketa number of physicians all over the country asking their unbiased
ing of coffee, wrote
'
testimony in the case of POSTUM vs, COFFEE.
A few

to-qui- te

The following excerpts from their letters constitute an overwhelming verdict
i

..

In Favor of Postum
"I have discarded coffee altogether in my
we
family, and instead use Postum which
without
delicious
drink,
a
find makes
rich,
any of the deleterious effects attendant on
the continuous use of coffee."

"Our family have ibeen users of Postum
for a long time. We were very liberal coffee
drinkers, but were conscious that coffee was
(harming us our nervous system, digestion
and heart action so we quit the coffee and
began using Postum. Now we relish it far
more than we did coffee, and are all relieved of the old coffee troubles. As a physician
I have induced several families to quit cof'
fee and use Postum.'

"I have used Postum in my family for
years yith the most satisfactory result, so
much so that we have practically abolished
coffee, and with it the coffee headaches, nervousness, and lying awake the best part of
the night."
"I drink Postum every morning, and recommend it to my friends wno have 'nerves'
and indigestion."
"No more coffee for me. I am using

In-

stant postum and advise my patients to do
likewise. I prefer it to the best coffee, and

have no more sour stomach attacks as I used
to."

"I have used Postum for the past eight
years in place of coffee. Before that I was
troubled with frequent bilious headaches
due to excessive use of coffee, and was then
advised to use Postum. Since that time I
(have not had a single attack, which effect I
attribute entirely to Postum. I frequently
recommend it to' others who experience
equally gratifying results."

DON'T LET THE FLY GET INTO ACTION.
The first bright spring days bring with them solemn warnings against
the fly pest. The man with terrifying bundles of statistics and formidable rows of figures is on the job early this year and his arguments are
unanswerable. Three months in advance he issues the folloying table- so that the one fly with which his speculations start may not be on hand
when the summer breeding season sets in:
EGGS.
FLIES.
120
June
fly lays
" 10 60 flies lay
.
7,:V)
" 203,600 flies lay
452,000
- 1
" 30216,000 flies
lay..............
1,
flies
July 1012,960,000
lay
" 20777,600,000 flies lay.
93.312,00.1,0. 8
" 3046,656,000,000 flies lay
5,593,720,000,000
Aug. 92,799,360,000,000 flies lay
8352300,000.000
" 19167,961,600,000,000
flies lay.,..
20,105,392,000,000,00
' 2910,077,696,000,000,000
flies ay
.l,2O9,3p3,520,O0O,O00,OO
flies lay
.72,559,411,200,000,000,03(1
Sept. 8604,661,760,000,000,000
" 1836,219,705,600,000,000,000 flies lay .'
4,353,r.64,672,000,00O,000,00
'
" 284,353,564,672,000,000,000,000
flies.
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The thousands of fiorse drawn "omnibuses which were a familiar sight
in London a few years are now serving as chicken houses, as woodsheds,
or cottages at the beaches. There
are now only about a dozen of the
horse buses left in service, those being used to connect up street car
lines which do not cross the bridges
over the Thames. The omnibus companies have been disposing of the
old vehicles for seven dollars a piece,
a rate so low that the demand has
been greater than the supply.

"Hardly a week goes by that I do not
advise some patient with an irritable, acid
stomach and nervous heart to stop at once
the use of all coffee and tae up the use of
Postum, and always with good results."
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"Postum when It is desirable to leave off
or gascoffee on occount of
'
tric disturbances."
,

"Postum has been used in my family nearly ever since it was placed on the market,
and I recommend It to my patients. It Is a
nourishing drink. A great many families
are giving their chidren Postum in place of
coffee with best of results."

"For years I have been using Postum in
the family and advocating it for my patients.
I consider it to be exactly what lta manufacturers claim for it Postum ia excellent
in place of coffee where the latter in
The food value of Postum
plays an Important part when compared
with coffee."
"Have had many cases that could not
drink coffee on account of its reflex action
on the heart. Postum always supplies the
place of coffee without the had effects."

"I am satisfied that coffee is responsible
in a great degree for the premature breakdown of our active men and women. They
suffer from caffeine poisoning. Of the truth
of this there Is not the shadow of a doubt-Ocommon sense tells us that the daily
th
swallowing of caffeine
heart and brain will be followed by nervous depression, and finally by more or less
disastrous results. I believe if people in
general would use Postum as a beverage in
place of coffee and tea their mental and
physical condition would be improved."
ur

In the light of such testimony it would seem the part of wisdom to stop coffee and use Postum.
Postum is a genuine
Contains the nutritious values
made of whole wheat and a small percent of molasses.
of the grain, but is pure and absolutely free from the coffe drug, caffeine, or any other harmful substance.
Postum comes in two forms:
Regular Postum -- must be well boiled to bring out its fine flavor. 15c and 25c packages.
Instant Postum a soluble form. A teaspoonful stirred in a cnp of water with sugar and cream added makes a delight"
ful beverage instantly. 30c and 50c tins. The cost per cup of both kinds is about the same.
food-drin-

k,

'

Unionist society women have startthe
ed a novel campaign against
When
Welsh disestablishment bill.
the idea was first mooted the proposal was to hold Wednesday afternoon social functions during March at
the town houses of four peeresses,
each gathering being attended by one
of the Welsh bishops. Other peeresses, however, have indicated their
willingness to lend their houses to
the public in the cause of the establishment, and these will be utilized on
Saturday afternoon, when their owners are out of town for the week-enThe privilege of roaming through the
homes of the aristocracy is expected
to attract a great many people, and
the gatherings will be announced as
great musters against the bill.
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Heat without fire is the electric way.
These little stoves get hot at the turn cf a
disk stove gets red
switch the four-inhot in two minutes. You can cock, fry emboli
anything on these stoves, anywhere,
ch

anytime.
An egg and a bit of Lcci c:,i
!!
cooked so quickly that one cr tl.
disk stovers should be ia every , ir II
.

By

tl? 9

way, is yc r I ,

!

"There's a Reason" for POSTUfi
sold by grocers everywhere.

KANSAS GRAIN DEALERS
Abilene, Kans., March 10. The annual convent!! of the Kaunas Grain
Dealer's association began in this city
today and will continue over tomorrow. Many topii prominently interested in the pram trade are in attendance from all sections- Qf the state.
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lace art collection should be closed
to the public until turther notice.

opTir
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trustees,
gallery
whom are Earl Curzon of
'among
ESTABLISHED 1879.
Kedleston, met during the afternoon
NOT.
to consider the affair. It was stated
damPublished by
by experts that actual material
j
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
age to the picture could toe repaired
I
for $500, but this amount does not
(Incorprted.)
represent, a fraction of the loss in sellvalue: Six or seven of the slashEditor. ing
CS. IS. PADGETT.
CITIZENS' MEETING AT TEMPLE
es made (by Miss Richardson
MONTEFIORE CONDEMNS THE
clean cuts' on the most imporORGANIZATION
tant portion of the canvas, the nude
shoulders and back of Venus. The
"Resolved: That in. the opinion of
seventh injury la a ragged 'bruise a
this
will
In
and
meeting a law and order society
diameter
Entered at the poetofflce at East couple of inches
In Las Vegas is not necessary, is a
more
be
to.,
repair.
difficulty
K
Vegas, New Mexico, for tran
Blur on the character of the citizens
Citefiion through tlje United BtaXoa
and is a menace to individual liberSTARTS
PRINCE
HENRY
eacnnJ class matter.
k&lla
"'
Hamburg, March 10. iTince Henry ty."
The resolution printed above was
of Prussia, brother of the emperor,' is
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
now en route, to South America!1 The passed last night toy a'gatherlng of
Dally, by Carrier
new steamship Cape Trafalgar, upon citizens at Temple Montefiore follow1 M which the
Copy
prince and the princess and ing an address by Rev. Dr. Jacob H.
J5 the suite are traveling, sailed from Landau, in which he characterized the
Qnu Week
.85 this
Law and Order
fjrta Month
port today on her maiden trip recently-organize7.50 to Buenos
One Year
Ayres. The steamship league as unnecessary and the means
Dally, by Mail
promises to break all records If her of gaining for Las Vegas publicity
Ifae year (In advance)
,6.00 captain has his way and nothingpre-vents- . of an undesirable sort. Something
8.00
lEx Months (In advance)
Her machinery when she sail- over 100 people were present, the at7.50 ed was in
l.3s9 year (in arrears)
perfect condition and her tendance heing only slightly less than
3.7i bunkers were filled with the choicest
fjlx Months (In arrears)
that at the meeting in the Christian
coal. The crew of the ship, from her tabernacle Friday night .when the Law
master down to the stokers, Is bent and Order league was formed.
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
j
upon carrying Prince Henry to South
GROWER
The vote was a standing one, and not
$2.00 America, with the greatest speed com- everybody present voted in favor of
Clae Year
1.00 patible with safety.
Z7,x Months
the resolution, although it was carried
Prince Henry's trip to South Amer by a big majority. The sentiment of
ica follows closely on the recent visit the
people who attended the meeting
j
(Cash In Advance for Mall
there of a squadron of the most powundoubtedly was with Dr. Landau, as
r
Subscriptions)
erful battleships flying the German was evidenced by the frequent apEeinit by check, draft or money
flag. No secret is made of the fact plause.. Not many of the people who
Ktfder. If sent otherwise we will not
that the purpose of the emperor in attended the organization meeting of,
'
responsible for loss.
nd having the Law and Order league were pres
sending the warships
Epeelmen copies fre on application. Prince
Henry follow them is to Im ent, however, which shows that there
press the South Americans with an Is an honest division of opinion reCXL PAPER?! DISCONTINUED AT idea of the political and commercial
garding the necessity for such an asi
EXPIRATION OF TIME
importance of Germany. The whole sociation and that representative citiPAID FOR
f
program is a part of the campaign zens are to be found on either side.
that the empire is making for world
Dr. Landau's address is as follows:
"I do not rise tonight for the pur
Advertisers are guaranteed the trade. When a United States firm
secured! the contract for building one
pose of entering into oratorical com
torgeat dally and weekly circulation of the
Argentina warships a petition with my son, but to fulfill a
f any newspaper In northern New year or great
so
in the face of German
ago
Rfexleo.
requirement of good citizenship by di
competition it nettied the Germans
attention to a matter of
not a little. Then it was that the em- recting your
considerable public importance. You
TELEPHONES
peror decided pon a plan to offset
that all our rights
....... Main 2 the Influence of the United States in are not to suppose
-- .
Business Office
are
and
eternally safe be
privileges
Main
Kev
South America by sending his brother
Department
for and secured
cause
Lincoln
fought
on a mission to cultivate relations of
his own day. To the con
in
liberty
closer friendship between Germany
TUESDAY, MARCH 10, 1914.
trary, every man must hold constantand the southern republics.
ly in mind that "Eternal vigilance Is
the price of Liberty" and that those
VSCEULESS KANSAS
THIS NEW MEDICINE
who assail it do not always make a
SAVES YOU MONEY frontal attack but work
by insidious
We are druggists right here in your
!'y the discovery that in 15 adjoinmeans.
i
uiniies In Kansas last year town and make a living out of the
"During the past week, certain men,
i er
was not even one death from drug business, but It is because peo
many of them of estimable character,
vKcr.M tiie Kansas state board of ple have ,to have drugs and not be have established beer a Law and Orto bo able to learn valu-.- " cause we, like to 'see people suffer- der society. Such a society has a
H facts concerning the disease and we don't. Our duty is to render the
under certain conditions. I have
place
the cure of It, or the ineect best. service: we- can, and when some- seen Its activities promote the public
7
or element that is responsible for Its one Is ailing, we are interested in see welfare in such cities as Philadelphia
,
ing them take the best medicine there
spread. i,,
and New York where the tyrannies of
The 15 counties in question are in is for their particular trouble. ,We the corrupt republican and democratic
as we
the southwestern part of the state. don't recommend "cure-alls- ,"
machines endanger the liberties of the
don't
believe
are
there
such
things,
are
not
heavily populated, but
They
people. Such a society has its legiin proportion; to their population and We don't want you to spend more timate place where communities are
to the prevalency of cancer elsewhere than you have to. Some of you get demoralized, where politicians become
In the state, they would be expected small wages, and vmen you're sick, a stench and an offense, where the
to return at least eight or ntne aeatns none at all, and yon should get the police work hand inf hand with crim
most you can for your money.
from the disease.
on the
We recently came across a new inals, where women are unsafe
Although the investigation has not
the machinery
where
and
street
public
increasing strength and
yet really been begun, one member of remedy for people-whof the law Is Inadequate to deal, with
are
he board already has suggested that building up
these evils. But the man who asserts
the absence of cockroaches in the and emaciated. We know that arr that we have here such a condition
trouble
sometimes grows Into a
"counties in question may have some-'thin- g slight
of things or an approach to such a
to do with the apparent immun- serious one and to stop it In the be- condition casts a slur upon the good
ginning, will, save you money in the
ity from cancer. The theory has been end. This new compound Is called name of the city and Its citizens and
heretofore that these Insects
In Mr.
Rexall Olive OU Emulsion. It is the deserves himself to be styled
arry the disease, and it may develop best
Roosevelt's
vigorous phraseology 'un
remedy, when you are
' that this instance will go far toward
desirable.'
tired out, nervous no matter what
"
,
iSroving it
"I have twice navigated the globe. I
the cause. It doesn merely stimulate
rAslde from the presence of certain
visited most of the cities of tne
have
you and make you feel good for a few
Insects, it appears the only things to hours, but takes, hold of the weakness world, great and small, and, although
credit with immunization from cancer and builds
to broad generalisations
fm up to a healthy, nor- I am averse
would be climate or water. The clithis is one of, the.
assert
that
I
do
nerve-foomal conditio- - It is a real
mate in southwestern Kansas ts not tonic and tmilder , of good blood, most orderly, lawabiding and moral
unlike that in a good many other
I came here from
strong muscle goo digestion. It con- cities of the world.
'
parts o the country, for which
tains hypoptiosphjtos, which tone the the east where many tfcink of
attributes never have nerves, and
pure olive oil, which nourbeen claimed. Possibly the water has ishes the" nerves.' the blood and the
SAVES' DAUGHTER
some special quality other than that entire system, i Pleasant to take.
of plain purity.
Contains nq alcohol or (
Certainly the matter la worthy the drugs. We promise that if you are
areful Investigation of the Kansas not perfectly satisfied with it, we'll hfaict
nailer no Doclt Pre
troard. Aside from the possibility .of give back your money as soon as yon
"'
discovering the' eauw or meana of tell ui Sold only at tha 7,00ft ilexai!
which,
cancer
distribution of
germft,Btores, and in this town only by us.
would mean a big step toward freeing $1.00. E
C' Murphey, . corner Sixth.
the world from one of Its greatest and Douglas streets. Bast Ias Vegas,
Ready, - Kjr. " I was not able to do
wnies
lor neany six monins,
wilt
the
anything
Very investigation
scourges,
Mrs. Laura Bratcher, of this place, "and
prove an' advertisement for a part of
months.
was down in bed ior three
'
the Sunflower state that has not been
ROBBERS USE AUTO
I cannot tell you how I suffered with
overly popular and that has plenty of Bellingham, Wash., March 10.
my head, anf with nervousness and
Toom for health seekers who will he Seven armed men held np the bank womanly troubles.
Our family doctor told roy husband he
attracted if the freedom from cancer at Abbottsford, B. C, fch the Interna could
not do tne any good, and he had
la anything more than accidental
tional boundary linft'fa few minute to give it up. We tried another doctor,
o
after the bank was opened today and tout he did not help me.
At last, mv mother advised me to fake
WOMAN
RUINS PAINTING
got away with gold and currency esti
the woman's tonic. 1 thought
Cardui,
Richard10.
March
London,
mated at $2,000. Tha handits escaped it was no
May
use tor I was neany aeaa ana
son, a militant suffragette, inflicted in an automotsUa.
But
nothing seemed to do me any good.
severe damages today on the famous
I took eleven bottles, and now 1 am able
to do all of my work and my own
BIDDING FOR WOOL
Velasquez picture known as the
washing.
"Rokehy Venus," which, is hung ia
London, March 10. There was
1 think Cardui Is the best medicine !n
tho National gallery, Trafalsar Square. spirited TiidfHng from all sections for the worid. My weight has increased,
.
Tha picture vf&ii purchased for $225,-M- 0 the 13"
b;Ues offered at the wool and I look the picture of health. "
If you suffer from any of the ailments
In 1 906, and presented to the
The market was in the
sa' s tv
peculiar to women, get a bottle of Cardui
Art experts have estimated its seller a
r
' ow
today. Delay is dangerous. We
present market value at 1530,009. The
it will help you, for it has helped so
oman entered tie pallery and atIT .
CABINET QUITS
many thousands of other weak women
tacked the p!e!;(j!-- with a sharp knife,
'i 10. The resignation in ts past m years.
rir- - "
At ail druggists.
cabinet was officially
tnattfn; six or aevca rata across the of the
Medicine Go., Ltdlsrf
Wrilt te: Ch9t?anocsr
canvas. She was arrested.
announr 1 t""v by Premier Gioiitti
Jdvisorr Daot., Cuauarjoosn, Twin., Ior Sttciai
and
mi
c
the
of
vour
r
on
book, 'Horn
not
chamber
Issued
in the
that
Orders were la(
fastrmrtimi
deputies
'it!y the National guirf but the Wal- - isenate.
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as It is depicted on certain mopicture films and as perhaps ,it
in pioneer days, a place wnere
find their chief amusement In
shooting up the town nd where tttey
spend every moment of their leisure
at the bars of low dives and at the
faro table. I find Instead a condition
of things equal at least in excellence
to what prevails In the best governed
communities, a place where at all
hours of the day and night an unprotected woman may walk safety on
the public streets, ana where, If vice
prevails, as of course It does and
must in some degree, it is careful
to hide its vileness. ldven the drunkenness I have seen testifies on one
side to the obedience and respect for
law manifested by the least moral
class of our inhabitants.
"I recently saw a number of men
emerging from a saloon. Three of
them were drunk and were arrested.
The officer In charge walked
In front while the companions
of the drunken men constituted themselves the officers' deputies and led
them to the jail. Yet this is the community that through the action of people, many of whom are undoubtedly
has been placed In
the corrupt class among cities characterized by lawlessness and disorder.
"What will other cities sufficiently Interested in us to Inform themselves
of this new organization in our midst,
think or us? They will say, 'Where
theer is smoke there is fire. Responsible people do not form Law and Order societies In order to while away
a leisure hour. They do it to meet
a grave and serious need, to safeguard themselves against a prevailing
corruption which is sapping the moral
life' of the people. ; Las Vegas must
be morally rotten.'
"This very morning, so I am Informed, one of our citizens received
a letter from a relative in the east
in which the writer said: 'So Las Vegas has to have a Law and Order
What a areadful place It
society.
muBt be.'
"How pathetic is our condition.
Members of our Commercial club, in
their individual ana collective capacity, are perpetually endeavoring to
do some slight good for this city, to
praise its clear skies, its clear water,
etc., and now an aggregation of in
fluential citizens meets together and
leads the world to infer that while
our skies aw clear our morals are
very dirty.
Nor is this all, , nor is it the
worst The great Cardinal Manning
once wrote a book to which he gave
the Latin title 'Apologia pro vita mea.'
an opology for mp Ife. His spotless
life needed u.. apology. But the people who have established the Law and
Order society in cur midst must find
an apology, a justification, for its ex
istence. There is, as.T have said, very
little opportunity for usefulness In
ameliorating our moral condition
here, therefore they must search for
faults to correct They must everlast
ingly he looking at the sun to discern
its spots. And through this very cir
cumstance they must becoras our city's
trouble makers. The History of such
societies Is certain to reioeat Itself
here. The : more thoughtful and
broadminded members
will grow
weary of narrowness and parilsansl lp
and drop out, leaving the field to the
less tolerant element and this ele
ment will endeavor to foist Its own
narrow views upon the geooral public
wiuMut respect to the views of other
Let me illustrate what I
people.
west
tion
was
men

'

To i!sr Bsagfiter
A Real Live Doll to Fondle It Woman'
Greatest Happiness.

The Watch House

I

"Nothing is more significant than
the distrust which accompanies the
birth of this society." On the very day
of its inception, one of its most honorable and respected promoters, Judge
Long, was compelled to assure the
people it was not dangerous and Mr.
Spiess, in an able, honest and manly
address, advised the society to keep
its hands off other people's concerns.
"There are already too many encroachments upon our personal liberties. Living, as Mr. Spiess reminded
us, far from the great centers of population, we are necessarily cut off
from the cultural Influences of great;
cities. Whatever Innocent pleasures
we can create for ourselves we are
entitled to. To heighten their social
pleasures our women nave been wont
to give prizes for card games in their
own homes. A wise or otherwise legislature, has Inhibited this, has determined wbr.t. virtuous women m?7 and
may not do for their social recreation
in the iprivacy of their own homes.
What ia the result? As many women
give prizes today as before, some
openly, some covertly. That is to say,
our legislature has made criminals of
--
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Your Watch Guarantee
Our endorsement of a watch certifies that it is the best watch value
obtainable for the price,, and carries
with it our interest in the performance when in the wearer's possession.'

rr a
One of the most Important matters at)ot
which women concern themselves Is their
sne
future status as a grandmother.of orAna
learns
Is wisdom itself who knows
of that famous remedy, Mothers Friend.
the
This Is an external application tor cerIt
abdominal muscles and breasts.
tainly has a wonderful influence, allays all
fear, banishes all pain, is a most grateful
t the young, expectant
encouragement
the
mother, and permits her to go through ana
period happy In, mind, free In body
thus destined to anticipate woman's greatest happiness as nature Intended she should.
The action of Mother's Friend makes th
tnuscles free, pliant and responsive to expansion. Thus all strain and tension upon
the nerves and ligaments is avoided, and.
In place of a period of discomfort and consequent dread, it Is a season of calm reposo
and Joyful expectation.
There is no nausea, no morning sickness, no nervous twitching, none of that
constant strain known to so many women,,
hence Mother's Friend is really one f the
greatest blessings that could be devised.
This splendid and certain remedy can be
had of any druggist at tl.00 a bottle, and
is sure to prove of inestimable value, not
only upon the mother, but upon the health
and future of the child. Write to Bradfleld
Kegulator Co., 132 Lamar Bldg., Atlanta,
Ga.. tor their book to expectant mothers.

la-

No watch is earned hy us that
does not bear critical Inspection that
many years of experience as watch
makers enables us to give.
You may buy watches with our endorsement and guarantee upwards
from $5.00.
RAILROAD WATCHES SOLD ON
EASY MONTHLY PAYMENTS .

Railroad Watches sold on easy monthly

payments.'

TAUPER1 , Jeweler
A. T.

& S.

E Inspector,
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our wives and mothers. For whoso
ever violates a law, be that law good,
bad or indifferen, is a criminal
"The Jewish people is the oldest on
earth and the most sober. In 5,000
years we have assureary not produced
Ann yet we have
5,000 drunkards.
never had a Law and Order society.
And if we had had we should he no
more temperate than we are. When
will men learn that a people is not
made sober or moral by acts of parliament, or the establishment of law and
order societies?"
The Mothers" Favorite
A cough medicine for children
should be harmless. It should he

is to take place tomorrow night. The'
phenomenon will be visible to the In-

habitants throughout this section of
the globe. The moon will enter the
shadow of the earth at 9:33 p. m.,
Washington standard''time, this being
the beginning of the eclibse. During
minthe next hour and twenty-nin- e
utes the moon's light will be gradually
merged in the shadow, until by four
minutes past eleven tne middle of
the eclipse Is reached. Tnen the moon
will begin to emerge from the shadow
and by a few minutes past midnight
the eclipse will be over so far as this
section of the country is concerned.

pleasant to take. It should be effectual.
Farmers and others who live at a
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy' is all of
from a drug store should keep
distance
this and Is the mother's favorite everywhere. For sale by ail dealers. Adv. in the house a bottle of BALLARD'S
SNOW LINIMENT. It may be needed
at any time for cuts, wounds, sores,
SKY GAZERS TO SEE ECLIPSE
sprains and rheumatism. It Is a powWashington, March 10. Observers erful healing and penetrating remedy.
of the celestial spheres are discussing Price 25c, 50c and $1.00 per bottle. Sold
the partial eclipse of the moon which by Central Durg Co. Adv.
.

.

Wa-Jevare aeoustorned toiworship our Maker as a congregation evN

-

ery Friday night Although every
in our midst is aware of this,
levertheless certain Institutions of
this city have for months arranged
1 . Jf1'' Avium miiiiiiH'wni'i
'
1
)
"'w
Iheir schedules of ''public amusements
for Friday night and the hour when
we meet to worship pur God. ' There
has scarcely been a Friday night this
winter when thw armory adjacent to
the synagogue has not heen filled
with a boisterous crowd of strong- .
loiijedyoung people wose shouts can
be distinctly heara during the j)rog-;
resgf. divine,, service here. If theseewre atnqiBucaj, societies Dent on BeYOUR thoughts must be turning now to your new coat or suit or' both. Our thoughts have
duclng the Jewish citizens away from
been oh the subject for many days and in anticipation of your needs we have assembled an an '
divine worship by putting stumbling
de- thoritative showing of stylish Jledfern Coats' and Suits, direct from the hands of the foremost
blocks in their 'reliKious path and
(
'
'
American
modern
woman.
tempting them into the armory adja
signers and tailors of garments for the
cent one, could understand It But
they are Just the institutions whose
primary business it Is to be helpful
Believing that Redfern coats and suits offer our customers the utmost in style, value, and
tc every organization serving a moral
we have provided an unusual display. Would it Hot be well to inspect the showing now?
purpose. Not all seem to understand
that no man can be said to be religious who does not respect the reliSome of the
gion of other people.
The Redfern guarantee, added to our own, insures your absolute and lasting satisfaction with
.
representatives of the Institutions to
every garment bearing this label.
e
which I am alluding sit on the
of the L. and O. society and
they wiil manifest the same lack of
M
respect for the religious convictions
1
TMZ
of the general community that their
j
Opposite
other organizations have displayed for
Jewish sentiment. They would force
'
C- Castaneda j j
,
I
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their views of prohtDltfon, such is
LlM
W- I
Ur itStTfl) Ifcui)
tiS
the feeling of the peoplo at large, tip-o-n
"0el
I
.
the unwilling public and make the
weekly rest day cheerless1 and dreary.
The community Instinctively feels this. It-
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with a smile, 'but
it is the rule of the house that no
one can pass through without being,
waited on promptly.'
"Here was further evidence the city
had life;...
"Inspired with tope, we walked
through' the peri idpor of a shoe dealer on Douglas avenue. Our first observation was that we had met an
'old timer" whom we had not seen for
12 yeara with hia. dingy off. He had
one foot on the floor and one on the
pedal and was readjusting the buttons on a pair of $ 5- shoes. We do
not insinuate that this apron had
lasted so long. It signifies that the
proprietor la yet alive, and attentive
to business.,
"The truth is the 'old timers' are
here and It la the other fellqur that
has dropped out. It is noticeable that
restaurant signs Inviting the hungry
to dine are quite plentiful where you
may obtain three good meals for a
quarter each,
"After visiting numerous business
houses and finding the same indications of life and normal conditions
prevailing, we visited some of the
banking houses. We were hospitably
received, but none of them asked us
to borrow a dollar. We always carried the loose change when visiting
a restaurant and a small contribution
waa always satisfactory.
"D. J. A HER."

'Certainly, he said

PERSONALS
Croxan of Denver was a comL,
mercial visitor in Las Vegas today.
C. F. Harrison of St. Louis was a
business visitor in Las Vegas today.
Dr. and Mrs. H. J.- Hoag of Mora
were visitors In Las Vegas yesterday.
S. C. Henderson of Trinidad came
In last night for a short business visit.
W. R. Carter of Oklahoma City,
Okla., waa a business visitor in Las
Vegaa today.
John H. Hicks p.f the "Y" ranch at
Santa Rosa, came In last night for a
Bhort business visit.
Mrs. Perry McDonald of Mora came
In yesterday morning for a short shopping visit in Las Vegas.'
R. W. Moore of Los Angeles, came
in last night and will be a business
visitor here for several days.
Robert V. Williams of New York arrived in Las Vegas last night and will
remain here for several days on business.
Lieutenant F. C. Test, connected
with the New Mexico militia at Santa
Fe, came in, yesterday 'afternoon and
attended the meeting and drill at the
armory last night.
Chester A. Hunker, assistant district attorney, was In Wason Mound
today to represent the state in a case
to be brought before the Justice of
the peace of that place. ,
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Caldwell, accompanied by Miss Helen Aldredge and
Miss Llnnle Caldwell, came in last
night from Springer for a several
days' business and shopping visit
Bernhardt CreeQiay .abrottier. of
Charles Greenclay of this city, arrived
in Las Vegas this afternoon and will
remain here with his brother. Mr.
Creenclay came from Prussia, Ger
many.
Adjutant General and Mrs. Harry
Herring left, this afternoon for Ros
well, where General Herring will be
on official business for a Bhort time,
Later they will return to their home
in Santa Fe,
J. W. Howe, located at Red River,
N. M., arrived in Las Vegas yester
day and will visit his family, who are
residing in this city for the winter.
He will eo from here to Denver. Mr.
Howe has a ranch at Red River.
Mrs. W. C. Sanders is here from
her former home in Hutchinson, Kas.
to join her husband, advertising manager for B. Rosehwald & Son,- who
has been here for several weeks. Mr.
and Mrs. Sanders will reside at the
Hotel Romaine until they secure a
suitable house.
D.
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OLD TIMER WRITES
D. J. Aber of Tucumcari, who resided in Las Vegas several years ago
and Is here on a brief viBit, handed
the following communication to The
Optic this morning:
"We left Tucumcari N; M., Sunday
morning at 7 h. 55 m, .01 second. It
is characteristic of the city to be on
time. It is like leaving Chicago ex
cept that when you leave Tucumcari
you have a desire to return.
"We arrived in Las Vegas in the
afternoon, our train stopping opposite
the Castaneda.. The sun was shining.
"One glancV on the assembled
crowd convinced us that we were not
looking at a corpse, It was like a.
long lane of roses and flowera in
bloom at a moving picture show. To
be sure there were men there to care
for the baggagtv wews; pCjmall,
and to have charge of tUvTtjraln.
"We had expected to be lonesome,
for? We had heard that the 'old timers'
had nearly all 'dropped out'
'fWe have spent one day In the city
anfj felt the warm grasp of the hand
of taore than 40 'old timers,' and
their races are neither faded nor flushed, nor exhibit a grouch. The day
Tvae Ideal and the arternoon was devoted to seeing business on the curb
s well as In the stores.
"
"We walked In through an open
door on Grand avenue, and downl the
was once
left side where our foot-fa& familiar sound. We heard a low
sigttsil and the shuffling of feet, and
was iconfronted by a polite appearing
youog cian, and glancing backward,
observed, another on our trail. Halting and facing them both our Inquiry
was, 'Can one not pass through this
store without being apprehended?'
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CLUB FUNCTION
WILL BE GIVEN TOMORROW
AFTERNOON
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track near Suffield yesterday mornThe arrest of the 16 depopulated
the camp of men, leaving only the
women.
Thirteen tenta were taken
down and folded up by the soldiers
and orders given that they be hauled
ing.

JOHN W. HARRIS, Pres
'
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PEOPLES

Invites your account either Commercial or SaviEs. We'pay 4 per cent on Savk
js
counts, on Checking Acco:ists 2 per cent

Amnions,
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D. A. R. MEETING

COLORADO

Colorado Springs, colo., March 10.
Colorado Springs is entertaining for
two days the annual convention of
the Colorado chapters of the Daughters of the American Revolution. A
large attendance and an attractive
program combine to give promise of
one of the most successful meetings
in the history of the state organization. The convention held its opening session this afternoon.

From 1893 to 1896 he was the Amerl
can naval, attache In Vienna and
Rome.
During the war with Spain
he served on the gunboat Helena and
the dispatch boat Dolphin. In the
memorable fleet cruise around the
world in 1908 Captain Vreeland commanded the battleship Kansas.

gical treatment, today submitted to a
major operation. Although no official
report was Issued as to his condition,
It was understood that the operation
was successful.
ADMIRAL VREELAND RETIRES
Washington, March 10. Rear Admiral Charles E. Vreeland, a conspicuous figure In the navy, was placed
on the retired list today on account of

age. During the past year he has
been a member of the general board.
Admiral Vreeland is a native of New
Jersey and began his career in the
navy as an apprentice. Later he attended the Annapolis academy and
was graduated with the class of 1870.
In the early part of his career he
served on the- Congress and Ticonder-og- a
and Hartford of the old navy.
-

briskly on official assurances that current earnings were at the rate of 6
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FREE FHGS1 DANDRUFF
GIRLSI
BEAUTIFY
YOUR HAIRI
MAKE IT SOFT, FLUFFY AND
LUXURIANT
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SETTLEMENT HOPED FOR o
Pittsburgh, March 10. Van Bittner,
president of District No. 5, United
Mine Workers of America, and a member of the Philadelphia joint conference of miners and operators, which
recently failed to agree on a working
scale for the bituminous field, held
out the hope to representatives of
the district, In convention here today,
that there would be no suspension of
work April 1.
POST OPERATt'D UPON "
Rochester, Minn., March 10. C. W.
Post of Battle Creek, Mich., who was
rushed to this city aboard a special
train from Los Angeles, Calif., fop sur

matlc revolver which had been smug-bleto him by friends, covering tne
two: armed guards placed In front of
his celL While holding the guards
with their arms over their heads, he
backed to a window and swung out
on a rope which had also been smuggled to his cell.
Ten days after his escape Krafchen-k- o
was recaptured within a stone's
throw of .the police station. His counsel, one of the prison guards and several other persons were arrested and
are now under charges of aiding in
his escape and concealment.

THICK, GLOSSY HAIR

COUNTY CENTENNIAL FETE
Belleville, 111., March 10. The one
hundredth anniversary of the creation
of St. Clair county and the selection
of Belleville as the county seat was
celebrated here today with an Interesting program of exercises. Governor Dunne of Illinois and former Lieutenant Governor Johnson of Missouri
were among the speakers of the day.
Next fall there is to he a week of festivities In further celebration of the
centennial.

:
per cent annually.
The market closed strong. The
general list became stronger, a number of stocks rising a point or so.
The last sales were:
74
Amalgamated Copper
100
Sugar .
chlson .:
.....164
Reading
,i
Southern Pacific .
94i
157
Union Pacific . .;
64
United States Steel
109
United States Steel, pfd

DUNDEE TO BOX KILBANE

CHICAGO BOAPD OF TRADE
Chicago, March 10. Wheat sagged
today owing to bearish sales and to
weather auspicious for the domestic
winter crop. Prices, opened V to
cent lower and showed but little sisrn,
of any power to rally. The close waa
to
above last night
strong
Fine weather aodf lower cables had
a weakening effect on corn. Opening
cent
figures, which varied from
off to a shade advance, were followed
by a reaction, but the market again
turned easy. The close waa etrong at
FIGHTS FOR TONIGHT
net advance.
to
Grover Hayes vs. Frankie Burns, at
Sellers rushed to unload oat. DeOakland.
mand, however, was slow, the large
Jack Dillon vs. Jack Lester, 10 reserves on farms still
seeming to ex
rounds, at Denver.
ert a decided Influence.
First sales of provisions ranged
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
from last night's level to 7V2 cent lowNew York, March 10. Although the er and later was inclined to ban?
market exhibited weakness at.various around the bottom figures. The close
points during the morning its general was as follows:
;
action convinced the bulls that it had
SS1,i.
Wheat, May
July
been thoroughly liquidated. Despite
Corn, May
July 66V.
successive bear raids on Lehigh Val
Oats, May
July 39. .
ley, Chesapeake and Ohio and Sugar,
Pork, May $21.42; July $21.50.
all of which fell sharply, buying orLard, May $10.72; Jluy $10.30-Riders came in steadily, giving the im
May $11.45; July $11.55.
pression that the orders were taking
on stocks under cover of forced sellKANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
Kansas City, March 10. Hogs, reing elsewhere.
European buying in steel and rail ceipts 10,000. Market 5 to 10 cents
road shares indicated the abatement higher. Bulk $S.458.63; heavy $8M
of foreign liquidation which has been
8.70; packers and butchers $S.E0
a depressing influence for some time. 8.65; Igihts $8.358.60; pigs $7,500
The advance of various specialties
Cattle, receipts 7.00O. Market stea-d- y
continued. The speculative rise of
to 10 cents higher. Prime ;l
United States Express waa carried steers $8.609.35; dressed beef steers
further, the price touching 86, com- $7.258.50; western steers $78.75;
cowu
pared with 54, a fortnight ago. Bonds southern steers $6.508.25.)
were steady. '
$4.357.75; heifers $6.759s etock-The market made some additional ers and feeders $6.508; bulls $6
advance as a result of the large in- 7.50; calves $8.5010.75.
crease In United States ' Steel tonSheep, receipts 6,000. Market stea
nage figures and the heavy over-su- b
dy to 10 cents higher. Lambs $7.23
scription to the Third avenue bond &7.S5; yearlings $6.256.90; weth
issue. Chesapeake and Ohio rallied ers
$5.258; ewes $55.75..
,

Philadelphia, Pa., March 10. Johnny Dundee, the New York lightweight,
Is to' have another chance to pit his
prowess against that of Johnny
the featherweight champion.
The Olympia club of this city will
bring the two together tomorrow
night for a
bout The match
is the most promising that has been
staged in the Quaker Ciy this winter
and the club expects a record breaking crowd at the ringside.

Try as you will, after an application
of Danderine, you cannot find a single
trace of dandruff or falling hair and
your scalp will not itch, but what will
please you most, will be after a few
weeks' use, when you see new hair,
fine and downy at first yes but
really new hair growing all over the
scalp.
A little Danderine Immediately
dbubles the beauty of your hair. No
difference how dull, faded, brittle and
scraggy, just moisten a cloth 'with
Danderine and carefully draw it
through your hair, taking one small
strand at a time. The erfect Is immediate and amazing your hair will
be light, fluffy and wavy, and have
an appearance of abundance; an incomparable lustre, softness and luxuriance, the beauty and shimmer of true
hair health.
Get a 25 cent bottle of Knowlton'e
Danderine from any drug store of
toilet counter, and prove that your
hair is as pretty and soft as any that
it has been neglected or Injured by
careless treatment that's all. Adv

Kil-ban- e,

d

93;
66;
39;

OUTLAW ON TRIAL
Winnipeg, Man. March 10. At Mor-de- n
today John Krafchenko, one of
the most notable and desperate characters In western. Canada, was arraigned in court to stand trial for the
murder of H. M. Arnold, manager of
the banch of the Bask of Montreal in
the town of Plum Oulee. The murder w;as committed when Krafchenko
waa attempting to rob the bank.
After the crime Krafchenko waa
captured and brought to this city early In December. On the night of January 9 ha made a sensational escape
from the central police etatlon here.
The notorious bandit used an autq- -
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for any tobacco but STAG.

elgnificcr.t fact Is Stag's
appeal to'dTd smokcrs'rasn
who had long settled down tD
something clco.
Thcco wico old critics aro psr-hstho most cnthus!astip:.of,all
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union, leaders, and it Is stated that a
protest will be made to Governor
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DINNER

The date for the Y. M. C. A. dinner
Is Wednesday, March 11, and not the
eighteenth, as announced in the ad
in The Optic yesterday.
The fact that Mrs. L K,: Lewis Is
to cook the dinner for 'the spread
should be sufficient tateractton for the
men of Las Vegas,1 to eay nothing of
hearing three first class speakers
such as George D. McDill of Chicago,
A. G. Knebel of St Louis and G. S.
The latter is
Bilheimer of Denver.
the man who put Bstes park on the
map by the establishments of the famous Y. M. C A. summer school
which holds forth there every- - year.
These men will all make short talks
and every one will be worth hearing.
It is not often that the local Y. M. C.
A. has had the honor of a visit from
three international secretaries at the
same time. ..,
,
Up to this morning 50 plates had
been reserved. The association will
be able to accommodate about 75. All
reservations must be made by tonight.
iPretty girls will serve the eats.
They are Misses Marie Roberts, Lucy
and Marie Clement. Carrie Green
berger, Prances Myers, Mossie York
Jeanette Ward, Chella Van Petten
Rose Kellogg and Mrs. P. H. LeNoir
The Symphony orchestra will furnish musio during the evening. This
is practicallp the first public appear
ance of this organization, which if
directed by Mrs. Charles Kohn and Is
made up of the leading musicians of
the cltv.
The board of directors met last
night and adopted a resolution putting forth the policy of the association in regard to the Montezuma property. This will be read Wednesday
night.
The menu for the dinner Is as follows:
Dill Pickles
Ripe Olives
Celery
Chicken Pot Pie
Mashed Potatoes
Green Peas in Cream
Orange Sherbet Assorted Cake
Coffee

GEO. II. HUNKER, Vice
CECILIO

away.
No disorder accompanied the breaking up of the tent colony. It is the first
step taken by the civil or military authorities to break up the strikers'
HAD BEEN RE. camps. The action of the military auFIFTY
SERVED THIS MORNING FOR
thorities In tearing down the tents is
Y. M. C. A. SPREAD
regarded as an outrage by the local

A good attendance is expected at
the musical tea to be given tomorrow
club
afternoon in the Commercial
rooms by the Woman's club. An ex-cellent program has been prepared by
leading Las Vegas musicians, and follight re
lowing the entertainment
freshments will be served. The nin
steal tea wili, begin at 3:30 o'clock. A
short session of the Woman's club
will be held beginning at 2:30 o'clock.
Following Is the program for the
;
musical tea:
Piano Solo
Seebrook
fa) "Minuet Antique"
Heller
(b) "Caprice".
Mrs. Charles Kohn
Armitage
Song, "If I Were King"
Mrs. A. ,F. Morrissette
Reading, Selected Mrs. Relman.
Friml
Violin Solo. "Canzonetta"
"CASCARETS" CLEANSE
.Mrs. Charles CMalley
Schubert
Song, .."The Earlking'
Mrs. Erie Choate
LIVER AND OBWELS
Reading ttelected Mrs. Jacob Lan
;
Z'f
dm.
NO HEADACHE.
Arditl FEEL BULLY I
Song, "Fellcita.".- -.
!f "Mrs. F. L. Reiman
SOUR STOMACH, BAD BREATH,
CONSTIPATION
Sextette from 'LucIa de Lammer- box now.
Get a
Donizetti
moor"'..:
Are you keeping your liver, stomMrsj O'Ma'iley's Violin Club, Mrs.
Mabel e Hall, Accompanist.
ach and howels clean, pure and fresh
with Cascarets or merely forcing a
passageway every few days with salts,
cathartic pills or castor oil? . This Is
KANSAS
HAVE important
:
Cascarets Immediately cleanse tne
stomach, remove the sour, indigested
CROP and fermenting food1 and foul gases;
All
take the excess bile from the liver and
carry out of the systemthe constipated waste matter and poison in the'
SANTA FE SECRETARY-TREASUbowels.
ER PREDICTS PROSPERITY
No odds how sick, headachy, blllou
FOR WHEAT STATE
and constipated ygu feel, a Cascaret
will straighten you out by
E. L. CopelancL secretary and treas tonight
morning.
They work while you sleep.
urer of the Atchison, Topeka and San
box from your druggist will
A
ta Fe Railway company, accompanied
keep your head clear, stomach sweet
by Mrs. Copeland and Stanley Cope- - and
your liver and bowels regular for
land, their son, passed through Las
Don't forget the children
months.
1
Vegas this afternoon on train No.
their llttle,..insides 'need a gentle
enroute from Topeka, Kan., to Las
cleansing, too. Adv.
Angeles, Calif., where he will remain
for several week on a vacation.
Mr. Copelahd had little to say con
STRIKERS" TENTS
cerning the conditions that have af
fected the railroads in the country during the past few months. The money
ARE TORN DOW
market and the recent agitation preare
act's
the
currency
'passage
ceding
condition,
responsible for the bed-uin Mr.' Copeland's opinion, . .
; ? TRINIDAD IS STIRRED UP OVER
i The
THE ACTION OF THE STATE
secretary and. treasurer of the
MILITIA
big railroad, however,, was enthusias
,:
tic about the prospect for Kansas and
Oklahoma In an agricultural way. He
Trinidad, Colo., March 10. The
stated that the wheat crop will be im- strikers' tent colony at Forbes, where
mense, while all Indications for other since September 23, two dozen fam
ilies have been sheltered' by canvas,
grains are favorable.
Mr. Copeland brought news that was swept out of existence shortly
James Moore, the oldest employe of before noon today, when a detail of
the Santa Fe railroad and the paymas- militia, under orders from General
ter for that company, Is now serious- Chase, tore down tents In the colly 111 at Topeka, due to a recent stroke ony, leaving but two standing.
of paralysis. Mr. Moore is well known
The strikers were ordered to vacate
In Las Vegas and has many frtenda and leave the camp within 48 hours,
here who will be sorry to hear of bis and take their household effects with
Illness.
The two tents left standing
them.
:
The car In . which Mr. and Mrs. are occupied by the women, of the
traveled CftTDO.
Copeland and their son
when they passed through Las Vesras
The action of the military author
today H the most elaborate private car ities followed the arrest late yesterowned by the Santa Fe company. The day of 16 strikers by the civil author'ntcrior is finished with mahogany, ities, who are hold In .loil heor pendwhile the fixtures of the staterooms, ing investigation into the murdor of
niinor whose
lining room and kiteheu are modern Neil Smith, a
in every way.
mangled body was found on a railroad
i
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MIGUEL, STATE OF NEW MEXICO.
of submitting
for
purpose
the
1AS, in. conformity with House of Pedro Ribera, Pecos, N. to the qualified electors of said DisBy FIDEL ORTIZ, Chairman.
i.H.r Ko. 73 of the laws of the
LORENZO DELGADO, C.erk.
or
not
Attest:
whether
of
the
trict
question
o of New Mexico, passed at the M.
(SEAL)
the barter, sale or exchange of intoxElection Judges
'.i J Regular Session of the First
snail be prohibited
M.
N.
liquor
1. Pedro Ribera, Pecos,
icating
fctate
the
for
year
a'.iUro of eald
NOTICE TO ALL WHOM IT MAY
therein as provided by said Act,
Varela, Pecos, N. M.
. 1J, i rov.aion 13 made for the hold-- ; 2.3. Jose
CONCERN
J
Octaviano Segura, Pecoe, N. M.
of rpocial Elections to regulate
e voted for
is
Notice
to
uronosed
niKtriot
given to all whom
hereby
Clerks
Election
J. j Larter, Bale and exchange of la--l
the undersigned
that
it
concern,
District.
may
as
M.
Prohibition
1. Juan B. Lucero, Pecos, N.
Aat.'ris lisiuors ia districts desigwhich con- were on the 24th day of February, A.
No.
21
All
of
Precinct
M.
N.
A
2.
to
-'
Maes, Pecos,
gap!
j! 'i vwhui any county of New MexDistrict No. 29 D. 1914, appointed executors of the
been and except as herein otherwise pro- sists of School
, and a proper petition having
No. 4G, of the last will and testament of Pompilio
District
School
ElecUon
and
vided, eald above Special
' J
by qualified electors of the
State of New Itucci, deceased.
San
of
Miguel,
as
proCounty
conducted
held
shall
and
be
described District, within the
North with
on
bounded1
the
Alt persons having claims against
as
elections.
Mexico,
vided by law for general
County and State aforesaid:
No. S3, El Pueblo; on the the estate of said deceased must pre
Precinct
New
Mexico,
Done
Las
at
Vegas,
Now, therefore, the Board of Counthis 2nd day of February, A. D. 1914, South by the line that divides San sent them within the time prescribed
dy Commissioners of the County of
Board of County Commission Miguel and Torrance Counties; on the by law."
.Can Miguel, State of New Mexico, on by the
HERMAN HILGERS .
ot San Miguel, New East with Precinct No. 2 La Oiesta,
!? first Monday of February, A. D. ers of the County
line that divthe
West
on
NICHOLAS HILGERS,
the
toy
and
session.
ia
open,
1914, in regular session, do hereby Mexico,
ides San Miguel and Santa Fe
COMMISSION
COUNTY
OF
BOARD
that
proclaim and give Public Notice,
THE COUNTY OF SAN
a special elecUon will be held within ERS OF STATE OF NEW MEX and the polling places designated
NOTICE TO WHOM IT MAY
MIGUEL,
the following described district, Couelection
the
and
District
such
within
CONCEKN
ICO.
nty of San Miguel, State of New Mexnamed to couduct
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welcome .1. C. Wert. Frs
each month. Visiting dia'-lbrothers cordially in dent; J. T. Buhler, Secretary; O. ft
vited. Guy M. Cary, W." M., H, S. Van Bally, Treasurer.
Petten, Secretary.
F. O. E. Meets first and third Tues
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO, t,
day evenings each, month at Woo
men hall. Visiting brothers cordlaV
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Reg- Tnr ly invited to attend. C. N. Dougla
jsdar conclave
W. P.; Nicholas Cordova, Secretary,
nay in eaxn menu at Ma
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H.
M. smith, E. C; Chaa. Tamme, Re
corder.
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AL ARCH MASONS Regular con
East Pound
vocation first Monday In
Arrive
each month at Masonic
Temple at 7: SO p. m. P. No, 2.. . 7:20 p. m.....
A. Brinegar, H. P.;. F. O. No. 4.. .11;54 p. m
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Blood, Secretary.
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Meets every Monday evenlne at
their hall on Sixth street All
visiting No.
Dretnren cordially Invited to attend. No.
No.
J, Friedenstlne. N. G": A.
4.
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T. M. Elwnnd

Wertz, Treasurer;
Trustee.
Cemetery
for trunk with good

WJLL pay $2.50
lock and key. Apply M, Optic.

WANTED Representative
for
firm, one that is interested in

our

fruit

growing preferred, for our high
grade nursery stock. The Denver
Nursery Company, 4100 West 40th
Avenue, Denver, Colorado.

For Hsust
RENT Completely
furnished
eight room house on Sixth street.
Phone W. P. Mills, Main 295.

FOR

Fas

DID YOU

FOR SALE Bourboon
eggs, 30 cents each;
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Rogers'
Silver Sooon

KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR
ITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets In
W. O. W. hall. Sixth street, on the
first and third Mondays of each
month at 8 p. m. Vlsitlne Knights and
Ladies always welcome. O. L. Fiers-man- ,

use
,'7 EMPRESS
FLOUR
V-ifyo-

'

President; A. D. Tillman, Flnan
cier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
908 Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague,
Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street,
East Las Vegas, N. M.

u

It f giving you
a present for doing something
you 'd do wiy
way when you
learn how Much

L. O. O. MOOSE
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aeconH anrl

fourth Tuesday evening of each
month Elks' home on Ninth street and
avenue. Visitlnir brothers
Douglas
are cordially Invited. Gov. Wm. J.
Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
Secretary.

BefferEMPRESS
FLOUR realb
by GER-

MAN PROCESS

t

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT 'S

OF AMERICA

KNUINE YVM.
ROGERS &
AA
SONS'
STANDARD

Meet In the Forest of Brotherlj
Wyandotte day old chicks.
Mrs. M. E. Johnson, Humboldt, Kas. Love at Woodmen of the World hall
Telephone Main 330. Mrs. J. S. Dil- - on the second and fourth Mondays ol
'
Ion, Agent, East Las Vegas.
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart
Sonsul; G. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W
FOR SALE One Rio automobile 1912 Montague, Local Deputy. Vloltlni
car, good condition, will demon- members are especially welcooe and
strate. Inquire Las Vegas Auto cordially Invited.
and Machine Co.

Last

p.
a.
p.
p.

V. Hedgcock,

MODERN WOODMEN

Bios on

p. aa
a. m.
p. ia

Depart
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nt
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1:35
6:40
4:30
7:00

. 1:10 p. m
. 6:35 a. m
. 4:20 p. m
. 6:35 p. m

Meets second and
fourth Thursday
evening each
month at W. O. W. hall. Vlsitln
FOR SALE Choice Rhode Island Red brothers cordially Invited. Howard 1
A. Linn Secretary.
eggs for setting 75o and 11.00 per Davis, Dictator; p.
J.
E.
ROSENWALD
LODGE NO. 541
setting of 15. Day old R. 1. Red
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tue
chicks. H. M. Northrup, 913 Lin
day ot the month In the vestry roomt
coln avenue.
uf Temple Monteflore at I o'clock
WELL DRILL For sale cheap, used m. Visiting brothers are cordially In
but little, easy terms, call at the vlted. Isaao Appel, President: Charlet
office of Edward j. Johnson, Pio- - Greenclay, Secretary.
neer Building, E. Las Vegas.
home kind. Phone
Mrs. Charles Lewis.

Depart
7:45
11:59
2:30
2:00

SILVER

rnrucH.

REY (STER- LING) FINISH

COLUMBUS, COUN

EMPRESS
Rhode Island Reds
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
oVv.
can
and Barred Rocks. Safe delivery enrth Thursday In O. R. C. hall,
guaranteed. Mrs. Geo. Tudor, Os Pioneer building. Visiting members
tained in thii city from
age City, Kansas.
are cordially Invited. Richard Devlne,
G. K.; Frank Angel, F. 8.
FOR SALE Rose Comb Reds and R.
C: Brown Leghorn eggs 50c, 75c, Jl
-and $1.25 per setting of 13; R, C. R.
I. strong
cockerels. C.
Pr 1tt
2,000 lbs., or Mors, Esch Del very
W. Wesner.
m.
...25e psr
1.000 lbs, to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
1SS
IS
psr
o
Each
200 lbs., to
Dsllvsry ......-S0lbs.
FOR SALE Choice,
bright, baled
per Z1 1Mb
SO lbs, to 200 Iba, Each Delivery
oat straw. Carload lots or other
Iio
per 1C9 t
Less than 68 lbs. Each Dsllvsry
wise. Thos. L. Greer, Onava, N. M.
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In armory, one sweater.
Owner can have same by Identify
ing and paying for this ad. J. D.
Powers.

OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

ANT Ads
Are Best

Special "Health Warning" for March
March is a trying month for the
very young and for elderly people.
Croup, bronchial colas, lagrlppe and
pneumonia are to be1 feared and avoid
ed. Foley's Honey and Tar is a great
family medicine that will quickly stop
a cough, check the progress of a cold
and relieve inflamed and congested
air passages. It Is safe, puro ana al
ways reliable. O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Store. Adv.
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Avoid Stuffy, Wheezy

Breathing
Take Foley's Honey and Tar Com'
pound for an Inflamed and congested
condition of the air passages and bronchial tubes. A cold develops quickly
if not checked and bronchitis, lagrlppe
and pneumonia are dangerous possibil-itles- .
Harsh racking coughs weaken the
system, but Foley's Honey and Tar is
!safe. nure and certain in results. Con
tains no opiates. O. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
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INSTITUTE OF NEW
YORK WANTS THE VANDALISM STOPPED

10, 1914.
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TOM'SICABIN CO.
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"I was troubled with
Eldon, Mo.
displacement, inflammation and female
weakness. For two
years I.could not
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New York, March 10. In a mono
stand on my feet
graph called "Plunder ana Destruction
of Antiquities In China" the Asiatic
long at a time and I
could not walk two
Institute of New York calls attention
"t blocks without en
to the vandalism that has appeared
V
during cutting and
I
in China toy which she Is being ruth
drawing pains down
of
her
antiquities.
lessly plundered
my right side which
The statement places the responsi
increased every
A
TWO CAR CITY
bility ifor this situation, on the devel
month. I have been
at that time purple
opment of the present European mus
eum and collecting system. It conin the face and would
More Men, Women and Children. More Horses Ponies,
stitutes an appeal to nations and or walk the floor. I could not lie down or
ait still sometimes for a day and a night
Dojjs and Donkeys
ganizations to call a halt in this wide
bi a time. 1 was nervous, and had very
The Latest STREET PARADE of any Theatrical Attraction
spread plunder, often involving blood- little
appetite, no ambition,
shed, In the interests of science and and often felt as though Imelancholy,
in the World
had not a
of fair play for China and her coming friend in the world. After I had tried
most every female remedy without suc
generations.
advised me to
The monograph contains private, of cess, my mother-in-laficial and public papers. It voiceB take Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
uompouna.
I ma ,so and trained in
Starting at 4 P. M.
China's protests thus:
every day. I have now no trou'The Asiatic Institute has received strength
ble in any way and highly praise
your
ix medicine
Chinese protests dating back
It advertises itself. "Mrs.
Matinee Prices, all Children under 15 years of age 15c,
years emphasizing Chinese abhor- S. T. Hurley, Eldon, Missouri.
Adults 33c. Night Prices, $1.00, 7Sc, 50c
rence of the European system, whose
Remember, the remedy which did
practices have now invaded China. this was Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
These practices are widespread pil- Compound. For sale everywhere.
laging of temples and sacred places of
It has helped thousands of women
the dead and other ancient works iL who have been troubled with displace- Africa and throughout Asia, in the niciiw,uiiiaininaiion, ulceration, tumors,
name of superior civilization, puni irregularities, periodic pains, backache,
tive warfare, science fir other anh'ter- - that bearing down feeling, indigestion,
and nervous prostration, after all other
fuge. They protest Against the intro means have failed.
Why don't you try
duction into China of a foreign con- it? Lydia E. Pinkham
Medicine Co.,
ception of time, of science and of his- Lynn, Mass.
x.,
tory by newer nations whose sense ol
antiquity as peculiarly exemplified in purchasing, especially of broKen
their museum system enables them sculptures. In its appeal for the coto participate in airrf foster the de- operation of libraries, museums, scistruction and robbery of holy things." entific societies and collectors, it says
The havoc and destruction referred tVct the vandalism has reached the
to is specified as follows:
magnitude of a great crime, and
"In the revolutionary Interregnum should arouse International opposition.
"To plunder and destroy China's
between the winter of 1911-1and
the summer of 1913, sculptures and antiquities," says the appeal, "tands
other antiquities native to China un- to break down Chinese society. It
derwent destruction on a large wale cripples research and education and
American
influ
by foreign and native vandals ii the retards progress.
ences have shaped the Chinese rev
interest of foreign dealers and ii
':
olution and are working for the con
3
servation of life in China. To Ameri"In 1913 there was a general div.
among museums of the world in can institutions of civilization is giveluding at least two American mus en the chief opportunity of combating
eums, , of several hundred cases of in China destructive activities of west
sculptural fragments broken from ern origin. Upon these rests the
their settings by one and the same fchief responsibility of using tfliose
body of vandals. This evil has grown means available to friendly peoples
up so suddenly it has come abou' for promoting the welfare of Chinese
since 1908 that foreign peoples and society."
The Asiatic Institute further emforeign governments have not apprehended it. Nd one Is aware of it ex phasizes the fact that "this plundercept the museums involved, their ing of China is a peculiar crime since
agents and intermediaries and the it will complete European civiliza'
tion's spoilation of the whole chain of
alarmed Chinese."
In a statement made to fhe Asso- ancient civilizations and will destroy
ciated Press the secretary of the As- hope of a consciousness in western
civilization of such evil."
iatic Institute says:
"All signs seem to indicate that
NOTICE OF TRUSTEE'S SALE
depredations have commenced upon
In the District Court of the United
the archaeological and art wealth of
China to an extent even, greater than States, for the District of New Mex"'
the vandalism with which Europe vis- ico.
ited the art and beauty of the shores In the matter of
Daniel L. Martin offers The Irish Lyric Tenor
No. 130.
of the Mediterranean. The maket for
Aaron M. Adler,
Chinese antiquities, particularly sculplJ3a.nkrupt.
tures, came with the close of the
Public notice Is nereby given that
war, tut no natfon pursuant to an order of court In the
In
bears the stigma of being chief van- above entiled matter I will on Friday,
The Musical Drama Hit from Gene Strratton-Porter- 's
Book
dal in China. The market is: an inter- the thirteenth day of March, A. D.
national one, and has been developed 1914, at the east door of the county
r
under Japanese and European direo-tio- court house, In the Town of La Ve
with Paris as headquarters. So gas, county of San Miguel and state
well has the market been worked by of New Mexico, at the hour of eleven
the dealers that the increase in prices o'clock a. m., on said day, offer for
- I
f
of Chinese sculpture ,ln the; past five sale and sell to the
highest bidder
or six years has. been fortty or fifty for cash all and singular the followtimes.
For example, one piece of
ing described land and real estate, to- sculpture North Wei times Ninth wit:'
(
century A. D. estimated to havei cost
L
First Piece. The north half of the
$400 in China, after passing through
southeast
quarter of Section 33, and
v
; v i
only two or three hands, Is held by a the west half of the southeast quarter
L.
dealer at $15,000. One American musof Section 34, In township 17 North
eum has ten stone beads broken from
22 East of New Mexico PrinRange
AM
statues In the interior of China.
Meridian,
containing one huncipal
i-I
1
large museums of tlie world have, or dred and
more or less.
acres,
sixty
are acquiring, similar fragments. Cols
Piece. The west half of the
Second
in.
are
museums
America
lectors and
Freckles
'Mus.DUNCAtf
Angel
west
half
and
the
northwest
quarter,
to
sending special representatives
of Section
With THE ORIGINAL COMPANY and Production Intact
China with large sums of money to of the southwest quarter
9, in township 16 North
Ranga 2Z
buy. Similar expeditions are setting
Meri v
Mexico
New
of
East
Principal
forth from Europe.
ono hundred and sixdian,
containing
to
menace
sculpthe
"Realizing the
tures of China the Asiatic Institute is ty acres more or less.
Third piece. Lots numbered 1 and
with the China Monuments Society of Peking, whose com- 2. and the southeast quarter of the
mittee Is comijiosed of the foreign northeast quarter, and the northeast
ministers at Peking of Great Britain, quarter of the southeast quarter of
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
ATTOKNEY8
Section 4, in township 16 North Range
Russia, America, France and .I,apan
Dentist
22 East of New Mexico Principal Meriat
close
see
who
men
the
situation
HUNKER & HUNKER
Dental work of any description a
are
it."
aroused
and
hand
dian, containing one hundred and fiftyby
A.
Hunk.
Georga A, Hunker. Chester
moderate prices
acres, more or less.
One remedy which the institute -six
and
Attorney-at-LaRoom 1, Center Block, Tel Main III
will
be at public aucsale
Its
return
in
said
The
is
the
appeal
proposes
New MexlVegan,
East Las Yegas. New Mexico
to China by all responsible govern- tion and for cash as aforesaid and will
ments and Institutions of stolen Chi be made subject to the approval of (
Profeaional Health Culture for Ladles
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
JONES BOWERS MONUMENT CO nese antiquities in accordance with a the court
JOHN S. CLARK,
General Massage, Hair and Scalp
precedent of the French government
Albuquerque, N. M.
of
the
and
Smithsonian
Estate of Aaron M.
the
ManK
Institution,
of
Facial
Trustee
Treatment,
Massage,
215 E. Central
which in past years set an example
cure, Chiropody.
Bankrupt.
Adler,
23 Years Practical Experience.
by returning to China archaeological
Steam Laundry Building
E. A. JONES
V. W. BOWERS
and historical objects of which phe
Phono Vegas 12S
Take TIERBINE for hidk'Miinn. H
had been robbed, and which bad coino relieves the pain in a few mlnvt.es and
Office Hours: 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m.
into its posscRPlon.
forces the fermented matter which i
WANTED Clean cotton rag
at
The institute proposes also, the causes the misery Tnfo th bowels!
SnbacriDe lor Tlie Opttc.
is expelled. Price 50c. Sold !
Optic office.
stopping of further Indiscriminate whore it
Central
Drug Co. Adv.
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How Mrs. Hurley Was Re
stored to Health by Lydia
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LOCAL NEWS
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Cheese
Swiss
Cheese
Reraice
Crick Cheese

I o q iic ford

He's a Bear, John Brown.

LimEerer Cheese
Carnembert Cheese
Erie Cheese
Sierra Cheese

Light automobile lamps
o'clock this evening.

,

'
(

;

'

'
Lunch Cheese
Neufchatel Cheese
Cluhill Cream Cheese with Chile

lb. Boxes
Cod Fish in 2 lb. Boxes

Cod Fish in 1

Cod Fish

'

'

fv

'

w

'

Gear Middle;
Small Mackerel
Larjje Mackerel

ITEARNS' STORE

JAUAJO OL AIjIIEETS
Direct from the Indian Reservations-Lar- ge
colorings unique patterns-a- ll
i ';;;
prices.
..

These blankets are Genuine, Souvenirs of the
Qreat Southwest and nothing more appropriate
can be purchased for home use or gifts.

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY
New Mexico Largest

Wholesalers

Adv.

at

6:33

Old Taylor whiskey and Sherwood
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.

"The Shadow of the Cross."

Adv.

a good baker. It is a natural instinct. And every
woman can bake well if
she will use our flour. It
is so skillfully blended, so
perfectly milled, that'even
the inexperienced have
success with it from the
start. Order a sack and
learn for yourself.

PURE QUILL
or OUR. PRIDE

ohe Las Vegas Roller Mills

FURNISHED ROOMS IN MODERN HOMES

...

for them every day. Advcr-Us- e
your rooms in the Optic's For Rent Column
and get results .
.
.
,

PEOPLE arc looking

i

i

fu.3

This evening at the Mutual theater will be shown the second series of the "Mutual Girl." The picture that Is to be shown tonight will
place special emphasis on the latest
styles in millinery. The first of the
series elaborated upon the modes of
dress for women. The Mutual Cirl
series will be shown continually for a
number of weeks to come, on each
Tuesday night.
A special train running as the sec
ond section of train No. 9 passed

through Las Vegas at 3 o'clock this
morning en route from Pittsburgh,
Pa., on a transcontinental tour over
the United States. The special train
carried a delegation of the International Association of Ticket Agents.
The special went to Santa Fe, where
the party spent this morning. A short
stop will be made in Albuquerque. The
special is headed for California.
Las Vegas lodge No. 40g, B. P. O. Elks
will hold its anniial election of officers tonight at its regular meeting.
According to the constitution of the
order candidates for the various offices may be nominated several weeks
ibefore the election as well as upon
the occasion when the selections are
made. The meeting will begin promptly at 8 o'clock, as there is considerable business to be transacted. Every
member is .requested to 'be present
and to come on time.
Frank Landau, son of Dr. and Mrs.
Jacob H. Landau of this city, gave
an oration on "Lincoln" at Temple
Montefiore last night before a good
I sized audience,- Mr. Landau was the
I winner of. the state oratorical contest

1

Dr. Frank. H. H. Roberts, president not wish to join for fear that they
of the New Mexico Normal Univer- will be called to go to Mexico or
sity, is ill at his home. His condi- help suppress a labor agitation. This
tion is not regarded as serious, but is is improbable and a poor excuse, acsufficiently bad to compel his remain- cording to the millcary authorities.
With the present Company H and
at home.

ing

Christ with the cross appears in
the dark, life sized. Not a trick nor
illusion. Can you solve the mystery?
Every man, woman and child should
see this wonderful unexplained mystery, the Shadow of the Cross, Coming Wednesday night to the Browne
theater.

Musical Tea at Commercial club
rooms Wednesday afternoon. AdmisMrs. Monica Benavidez de Tapia
sion 25c. Adv.
was given a hearing this afternoon
before Judge David J. Leahy. The
Trees pruned see Thornhill, Prun- woman is believed to be insane. She
ing trees and fixing gardens. Phone was released from the State Hospital
Purple 5352. Adv.
for the Insane m December of last
year. It was stated at noon she probSilent sermon, Shadow of the Cross.
ably Would be returned to the hosAdv.
u, pital as the result of the examination
into her sanity.
Finch's Golden Weddlnlg Rye, aged
in wood. Direct from the distillery to
Several of he large cottonwood
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.
trees in the Plaza park are being reJust received a complete line of moved to give more room to the
new style millinery. Call and get my elms, which are growing rapidly. The
prices. Mrs. L. P. Wright, 509 Sixth old cottonyoods have done good servstreet. Adv.
ice and many people will be sorry to
see them go. The cottonyood' is the
Mysterious painting, Shadow of the great friend of the settler, growing
Cross. 'Not a moving picture. Adv. rapidly and giving him shady groves
soon after his arrivai. " The settler
wall
select:
The properj.jilaoe to
usually is ungrateful, however, cutting
paper is in the; poom tn which Jtsjo down his old' friends as soon as he
be hanged. Call Main, 325 andseeiny has induced new trees to grow in
new and complete line and get my their stead.
...... ,
prices before buying. I- will, sell td
you whether I hang it or not. J., F.
THE SPRING VACATION W--t
Sackman. Adv.
The board of education held its fegi
"The
Adventures of Kathlyn," ular monthly meeting last nighf at
shown last night at the Photoplay tba city hall and disposed of general
AA a result of funds fromi
theater, proved to be the most excit- business.;
taxes,
1913
coming in theRboard de
ing and enjoyable series yet shownj
The largest tcrowd to witness the cided to begin paying off the hills of
were
showing of these pictures up to the the schools, which necessarily
'funds were lacking. It
while
unpaid
attended
last
time
night.
present
was also decided that the spring vaWhat causes it? The unexplained cation of the city schools should beconmystery. Shadow of the Cross. Adv. gin on Monday, March 23. and
"V
tinue; one week.
The parade given by Burk's Big
Uncle Tom's Cabin company is actually a novelty. Nothing like it has DEMOCRATS SUGGEST
been seen here or elsewhere in connection with a dramatic organization.
SPLIT CITY TICKET
It is like a circus parade and is worth
to1 see.' It will positively
out
coming
take place at noon on the day of their
CITY CENTRAL. BODY .APPOINTS
engagement at the Duncan opera
COMMITTEE TO CONFER
house, Friday March 13, matinee and

night

Every Women Is Proud to be

MARCH 10, 1914.

at

Albuquerque

last

November, repre-

a companion company Las Vegas
would be the most progressive city
In the state. It is the suggestion of
the general that one company be
officers
made up of Spanish-Americaand men and the other of strictly
soldiers.
To Increase H'8 Membership
Judging from tbe .interest manifested at the drill of Company H last
night at the armory, there is little
doubt but that the local military organization will be able to increase Its
membership to the required standard.
Adjutant General Harry Herring attended the drill for the purpose of
meeting the officers and members of
the company, and this morning expressed himself "aS pleased with the
apparent interest shown.
Lieutenants Powers and Smith were
practically put in charge of the work
of increasing the membership of the
company, duo to the fact that Captain Morrison cannot give the work
enough time. Captain Armijo volua-teereto act as" special recruiting officer.; ,'
The soldiers- will begin at once preparations-., for the j inspection of the
company, which wilr occur during Xhe
first part of next month by a United
Vi.faea are
States army officer.
anxious to be in the
possible'
condition for this inspection and hope
by that time to have increased the
membership to the required standard,
The' attendance at the drill was
good and several men signified their
intention of joining the company,
which gives the recruiting department
a good start. This work will be pushed during the remainder
of this
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CREAM

BSEAD

Trial Will Convince You

GOAAF CJIAYVAOO CO.STOUE

CLEANING

also carry
THE LARGEST STOCK OF AUTOMOBILE TIRES, SUPPLIES AND ACCESSORIES IN THE CITY
We

ALL REPAIR WORK
GUARANTEED
'
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LET US GIVE YOU A TIRE TALK

LAS VEGAS' MOTOR CAR CO.
FORMERLY
LAS VEGAS FORD

SALES COMPANY

A REMARKABLE
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SALE OF FRAMED
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FREDERICK
MARRIED

ROTH IS
IN CHICAGO

FORMER LAS VEGAS BOY WEDS
MISS BELLE SMITH, ESTIMABLE YOUNG WOMAN

:

,

of the

Masterpieces

Masters'

old

in beautiful

Mahogany frames
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Announcement has been received in
Las Vegas of the marriage of Miss
Noel Belle Smith of Chicago to Mr.
Frederick G. Roth, formerly of this
city but now located in Chicago. The
.... . WITH REPUBLICANS
marriage occurred on Saturday, Feb
ruary 21, at the home of the bride.
The democratic city committee met Mr. and Mrs. Roth are now at home
last night in the office of Judge E. V. in Chicago.
Mrs. Roth is the daughter of Mr.
Long, in executive session for consultation, with a fair attendance. It was and Mrs. N. B. Smith1 of Chicago and
found that to this date no democrat is a young woman of many charms.
cared to run for mayor at the coming She has resided in Chicago her entire
life.
city election.
f
A committee on. conference of four
Mr. Roth is the son of Mr. and
members was appointed to confer Mrs. Peter Roth of this city. Several
with the republican committee to see years ago Mr. Roth entered the emwhat arrangements could be made, If ploy of a railway company as a clerk
anly, to divide the city ticket between in the auditing department
He is
the two parties, one part of the ticket now an auditor, and stands high with
to be named by the republicans from his company. Mr. Roth is a college
their own party and other part to be graduate and has visited in Las Vegas
selected by the democrats from their with his parents a number of times
'
since his residence in Chicago.
party.
This conference committee was directed to report later. The city comTOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
mittee declined to take definite action
as to future proceedings, but determ- FOR SALE Seven room brick house,
ined to submit the Hsport of the conbest location on Seventh street; if
ference committee to a democratic
you want a bargain don't miss this.
city convention to be held later.
Phone Purple 5351.
It was also determined that democratic primaries would soon be called FOR SALE 25 head, of cows.' Adin each ward to select delegates to a
dress Charles F. Adlon, East Las
democratic city convention.'
'
Vegas, N. M.
; At this city
convention the delegates are expected to determine what FOR SALE Hatching eggs, White
course to pursue. The report of the
Leghorns and Indian Runner ducks.
conference committee will be subFirst prize pens at county fair. Per
mitted to thisr democratic city convenof 14, $1. Koogler Brothers.
setting
tion to adopt or reject, or take such
other action as the city convention
might determine best.
The democratic city committee determined it had no authority to make
the final determination, but will leave
that to the convention. ''"
The conference committee is composed of G. H. Hunker, W. G. Ogle,
C. N. Douglas and D. W Condon.

Your Choice For $h25
FRAHED COMPLETE
SEE OUR WINDOWS
Never Before Equaled inj Las Vegas

,

J, C. JOHNSEN
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Jefferson Reynolds, President
S. B. Davis, Vice President.
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
Hallet Reynolds, Cashier.
E. D. Raynolds. Vice

President

(

'

'

FIRST NATIONAL BANK:

.

OF. LAS VEGAS, N. M.
Capital, $100,000; Surplus and Undivided Profits, $25,000.

In every department of Banking we
axe prepared to give the best of service

-'-
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TtlFHT'

For the best on the market today see us.
n
Miller
or plain thread. ElicheHn tubes
Non-Ski-

and tires and Fiske tires and everything
ed for the auto.

need-

j

ALL

HERRING WANTS ONE

senting the Normal University. Last
month ha delivered his oration on
ADDITIONAL
"Lincoln" before the Grand Army post
at a Lincoln day celebration at the
Normal in which alltheschols of the ADJUTANT GENERAL SUGGESTS
city participated. Young Mr. Landau
FORMATION OF COMPANION
is a natural orator, and those who
TO COMPANY H
have heard him are greatly pleased
with his werk.
Adjutant General II. T. Herring of
the New Mexico militia this morning
announced that he is in interested in
the organization of a second company
VAULT AND CESSPOOL
of the National Guard in. Las Vegas.
General
Herring is of the opinion
that another company can be formed
and be a credit to the city.
Those desiring- work done"
In Albuquerque and Santa Fe such
will please call on or phone
movements have been started and a
second company already has been orA, W. Patterson,
ganized in the canital. In Albuquer
Las Vejjas Transfer Co.
que the new company has- not ben
523 Sixth Street
Phone Main 43 1.4 mustered in. and some trouble ia be
ing experienced in that the men do
.
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THE BREAD OF OUALITX
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The Las Vegas Automobile
Shop
'and'-Machin-
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There is Safety in a good
Watch, but there is Danger
in one that does not keep
accurate time. We stake our
reputation every watch that
goes out of our store,
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MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

Regardless of Price
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